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Chapter 2481: win the war 

  

“How, how did humans become so powerful?” Pandaros’ eyes were blank, but this was his last 

consciousness. 

 

Lu Yang had been waiting for the moment when Pandaros lost his mind, and his body suddenly burst 

into a fiery dark red light, which finally condensed on his right hand. 

 

“Doomsday Heart Fire” 

 

A dark red fireball instantly flew in front of Pandaros, and he was so frightened that he quickly raised the 

black long knife in his hand to block, but the red fireball hit the black knife, instantly turned into a liquid, 

and flowed into Pan along the black knife. Inside Daros. 

 

In the next second, Pandaros’ face changed dramatically, all the magic power in his body was madly 

scurrying, he could no longer lift a trace of magic power, looked at Lu Yang in horror, turned his head 

and flapped his wings and was about to fly away. 

 

“If you want to leave at this time, it’s too late.” Lu Yang came to Pandaros in an instant, and slammed 

the double hammer in his hand from bottom to top. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

Pandaros’ body flew into the sky uncontrollably, and immediately after Lu Yang flew to the sky, the 

double hammers hit Pandaros’ chest frantically. 

 



Every time he attacked, Pandaros’ chest sank a bit inward. After Lu Yang hammered more than a dozen 

times in a row, Pandaros’ chest was smashed to pieces, and black blood was vomited in his mouth. 

 

“I admit defeat, admit defeat, admit defeat…” Pandaros begged for mercy. 

 

land 

 

Yang didn’t dare to stop at all. Demons were born to be betrayers. How could Lu Yang dare to leave a 

half-god demon by his side? Even if they had a slave contract, they couldn’t be truly loyal to their 

masters. He will deliberately watch his master die at a critical moment. Another point is that Pandaros 

was sent by the devil, and no one knows what secret treasures he has on his body. If Lu Yang clears his 

hands and makes him escape, then it is true. There were endless troubles, so Lu Yang resolutely did not 

leave Pandaros, and continued to attack with two hammers in his hands. 

 

The way demons cultivate is different from that of humans. What they mainly cultivate is the body, so as 

long as his body is broken, the demon will be completely dead. 

 

hammer 

 

two hammers 

 

Three Hammers 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang didn’t know how many hammers he had hit. He didn’t stop until he hammered Pandaros’ entire 

body into a puddle of flesh, turning it into a black rain of blood. A red flame burst out, burning Pandaros’ 

body into the original soul crystal. 

 

Looking around, at this time, Lu Yang had already flown to an altitude of several kilometers, and he 

quickly fell back to the ground, just in time, the battlefield came to an end. 

 



Nearly 200,000 demons were running frantically, but they were forced to a straight avenue by the 

colorful light **** shot by countless magic circles. 

 

The makgeolli brought 1000 saints 

 

The Light Knights, every time they release pure holy light, can kill tens of thousands of demons within 

the range. 

 

De Buchanzhe and the others turned into 100-meter-tall treemen, frantically attacking the surrounding 

demons with the vines on their bodies. Every time they attacked, a large amount of spores would be 

spilled. These spores fell on the demons and would quickly Drain their energy. 

 

Xia Yuwei’s Void Warrior Legion is even more elusive on the battlefield. Every time they show up, 

several demons’ hearts will be pierced. Their attack speed is too fast, and they can only see the silver-

blue sword light in the sky. their stature. 

 

The most ferocious is the Ghost Face Roar Legion. There are a total of 108 Ghost Face Roars, and 20 of 

them have been promoted to the monarch rank. After launching the transformation skills, their fists 

have ten thousand jins of power every time they swing, and their bodies are even more hardened. Star 

silver , ignoring physical attacks, and every time he swings his fists, he can smash to death several 

demons. 

 

There are only tens of thousands of demons left, and they never thought that they would come in such a 

way that it is an extravagant hope to go back alive now. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

With a loud bang, a huge brown light curtain suddenly stood up on the sand in front of them, the 

seventh-order magic formation skill – absolute defense! 

 

The demons tried their best to break this barrier, but it was only by the combined efforts of 100 

monarchs. Now the remaining demons are some lords, completely 

 



There is no such strength. 

 

“Damn, what should I do?” 

 

“Leave us alone, we made a mistake.” 

 

“Please, let us live, we are willing to be slaves.” 

 

… 

 

Countless demons wailed, but unfortunately, no one took pity on them. Zhuojiu and others led the team 

to chase after them. After the merciless slaughter, the last demon also fell to the ground and bid 

farewell to this world completely! 

 

“Won!” 

 

“Win~!” 

 

… 

 

More than 40,000 brothers, including Zhuojiu, Bai Shi, Xia Yuwei, and De Buchan’s corpse, cheered in 

unison. In this battle, none of them died, and they won a complete victory! 

 

“Boss, we won!” Zhuojiu shouted excitedly as he looked at Lu Yang who fell from the sky. 

 

“We won.” Bai Shi, Xia Yuwei and others also cheered excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang held up Pandaros’s original soul crystal in the sky and said, “Statistically, the best legion will get 

this Demon God’s original soul crystal!” 

 



“The boss is mighty!” The crowd cheered wildly. 

 

This is the original soul crystal of the demigod, or it is pure non-toxic and harmless. All the souls and 

consciousness of Pandaros are burnt cleanly in the red flame, and there is no trace left. Use this original 

soul Crystal, will only increase their strength extremely quickly. 

 

At the moment, turbid sake and white 

 

Lion and the others counted the injuries of each corpse, and determined which team killed them 

according to the fatal injuries. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t go there, but came to Zhou Tianming’s side. In front of him, 51 Xuelingwei were being 

controlled by the vines of wood-type mages such as De Buchanzhe, and countless spores fell on 

Xuelingwei’s body. , slowly absorbing the energy in their bodies. 

 

“Kill~!” 

 

“Kill~!” 

 

“Kill~!” 

 

… 

 

Zhou Tianming watched Huo Yun and the others keep roaring, said to Lu Yang in pain: “Huo Yun and 

others have completely lost themselves, and they are still treating the surrounding teammates as 

enemies.” 

 

In the future, there will be more and more blood spirit guards. Zhou Tianming is really afraid that they 

will not have enough ability to protect Huo Yun and the others, so that they will hurt their own brothers. 

If that is the case, when Huo Yun and the others wake up , I’m afraid I will commit suicide and apologize. 

 



Lu Yang patted Zhou Tianming on the shoulder and said, “I’ve already thought about it, but I’m not 

strong enough. Just wait.” 

 

After returning from the No Tears Camp, Lu Yang thought of using Du Lei’s blood to solve this problem 

when he was chatting with the Blazing Demon God. Since he can control the demigods and quasi-god-

level powerhouses with the star array, then It was even easier to control Xue Lingwei, but Lu Yang was a 

demigod, and he wasn’t sure to kill Du Lei to plunder his Nightmare bloodline. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2482: new situation 

  

late at night. 

 

Next to the newly formed big crack outside Daqinggou, everyone lit bonfires to light up the surrounding 

darkness. 

 

More than 400,000 to 500,000 demon corpses have been piled up beside a deep pit, and the military 

exploits have been counted. In the end, the Knights of the Holy Light killed the most people. In the war 

against the demons, relying on the damage of the Holy Light, 2000 The Knights of Light killed more than 

130,000 demons. 

 

Lu Yang was not stingy, he handed over the original soul crystal of Pandaros to Zhuojiu, and said, “You 

guys can absorb it, Your Excellency Malthus, you won’t despise this original soul crystal.” 

 

The Holy Light Elf Malthus was beside the turbid wine. He glanced at Lu Yang with disgust and said, 

“That is the original soul crystal burned by blood flames. Do you think I have little knowledge?” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. After all, this is the original energy of the devil, and the Holy Light Knight has always 

absorbed it. There is always such a strange feeling. Since Malthus doesn’t care, there is no problem. He 

said, “Let’s start the blood sacrifice.” 



 

Zhou Tianming nodded, the magic circle has been painted, after chanting the spell, the blood-colored 

teleportation circle opened, but the blood **** did not teleport over, but roared across the 

teleportation circle: “Bring in the blood.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile. He didn’t expect this blood **** to be a little bit of a family. The 

last blood sacrifice pointed out that he needed souls instead of blood, and made him take revenge. 

 

“Throw them all into his portal,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Zhuojiu and others also laughed for a while, and led his brothers to throw the corpses into the portal. 

When the last corpse was thrown in, the Blood God threw 20 blood spheres and directly closed the 

portal. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t even bother to pay attention to the blood god. This bastard’s lower **** didn’t have any 

good intentions at the beginning. He wanted to use the blood cell to trick Lu Yang to help him kill, but in 

fact the blood cell was not perfect. It was only Lu Yang’s prisoner stone to make his brothers. Avoid the 

danger of being controlled by extraterritorial demons. 

 

“Who’s turn this time? I won’t force it if I don’t want it.” Lu Yang looked behind Zhou Tianming, where 

more than 30 brothers were already standing. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

… 

 

In the woodland not far away, 51 Xue Lingwei were still insane, and they didn’t seem to stop at all, as if 

they would never wake up. 

 

Even if you have the virtues, they use the vines to control them, but every blood spirit guard is seriously 

injured, and no spell can stop the bleeding for them. They are still struggling like this, and they will only 

bleed more. 

 



In the words of Malthus, even with Lu Yang’s nine-color dragon blood tree, there is no way to continue 

the life of these blood spirit guards. If these people do not have a greater chance, they will be able to 

live for twenty or thirty years. Died due to exhaustion of blood. 

 

“I would.” 

 

“I would.” 

 

“I would.” 

 

… 

 

None of the more than 30 brothers backed away, with a determined look on their faces, the leader Mu 

Feng smiled and said to Lu Yang, “Boss, we are all ready to die, don’t persuade Huo. They are waiting for 

us.” 

 

“Yeah, we have long agreed to become the strongest legion of the Jagged Brotherhood,” said the vice-

captain Chehou. 

 

Seeing their excited look, Lu Yang smiled and said, “Okay, eat the blood cells one by one, I will protect 

the law for you.” 

 

Mu Feng was the first to take the blood spirit ball and ate it, followed by Che Hou and the rest of the 

brothers. Lu Yang summoned the Prisoner Stone to wait by the side, and within an hour, twenty 

extraterrestrial demons were all killed. The Prisoner Stone was caught. 

 

After Lu Yang used red flames to burn them into original soul crystals, he gave them to Mu Feng and 

others, allowing them to instantly rise from the initial stage of the monarchy to the peak state. 

 

Huo Yun and others in the distance didn’t know if they were just exhausted, or if they felt that Mu Feng 

and others had also become blood spirit guards, they stopped going crazy and walked out of the forest 

with empty eyes, even though their wounds were still there. bleed. 

 



De Buchanzhe and the others quickly lifted the vine spell and stepped forward to help them. At first, 

they were a little afraid to approach, but only summoned the tree to help. After confirming that there 

was no danger, they rushed forward. 

 

“Where is the enemy?” Huo Yun asked as he walked. 

 

“We won, brother, we won, and the enemies are all dead.” De Buchanzhe held Huo Yun’s arm tightly, 

with tears in his eyes. 

 

“It’s good to win.” Huo Yun laughed, put away the Xingyin sword, looked left and right to see that his 

brothers were still there, signaled Mei Cheng and the others to follow, and came to Lu Yang with his 

injured right ribs , said forcefully: “Report to the boss, the Xue Lingwei is back!” 

 

Lu Yang gave Huo Yun and the others a hug and said, “Well, rest beside me, and by the way, teach Mu 

Feng and the others these new blood spirit guards.” 

 

“Yes.” Huo Yun laughed and sat cross-legged on the ground. 

 

Liu Juan, Li Mao and other girls ran over quickly, took out the needles and gauze that had been prepared 

long ago, and stopped the bleeding for Huo Yun and Mei Cheng. 

 

“Drip drip” 

 

Suddenly, Lu Yang’s intercom rang. He picked it up and saw that it was Fu Yun from the Imperial Capital. 

He pressed the call button in surprise and asked with a smile, “A rare guest, you actually called me. 

Phone, how is it? Has your body recovered?” 

 

“Hey, I thought you thought I was dead too!” Fu Yun said proudly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You have the heart of the void, how can you die so easily, tell me, how strong is your 

strength?” 

 



Fu Yun laughed and said, “The pinnacle of a demigod is one step stronger than you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You know me well.” 

 

“Of course, I also know that you took many brothers to another world. You did a good job. If I didn’t 

have a mission, I would help you.” Fu Yun said. 

 

Lu Yang was stunned for a moment and asked, “You also went to another world?” 

 

Fu Yun said: “This is the main reason I’m calling you, don’t worry about the races that invaded from 

other worlds, dozens of invading races, including the dragon orcs, the main purpose of this visit is not to 

slaughter humans, but to slaughter humans. Under my persuasion, you will become a **** yourself.” 

 

“Self-reliance as a god?” Lu Yang asked with a smile: “God belongs to a race, how did you do it?” 

 

Fu Yun laughed and said: “The other world is completely messed up. The new gods fought the ancient 

beasts and the void mother insects extremely tragically, which caused these gods to have two hearts 

after no one restrained them. Originally, they I haven’t dared to do this yet, but I persuaded so many 

gods to send out this time. Moreover, this group of gods have hatred between each other. Not only will 

they not slaughter humans, but they will also fight with each other. We live in peace and resolve their 

internal conflicts first.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “Nice job.” 

 

If the gods do not come to attack them, then Lu Yang can get more development time. As long as he 

goes to another world a few more times, most of his members can grow to the monarch rank, and he 

can take this opportunity to cultivate them again. Several demigods. 

 

Fu Yun said: “There is one more problem, you have to be prepared, this time the arrival of the gods is to 

be thoroughly rooted in our world, so they carry a lot of transformations. The things of our world, and 

they may bring the seeds of hope of all races.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What is the seed of hope.” 



 

Fu Yun said: “People who are qualified to become gods, I will send you their teleportation coordinates. 

Among them, more than 20 ethnic groups are in the Hei and Ji provinces, but you are not in the Liao 

province. Work hard, brother. , The materials needed to become a **** start to be quite a lot, if we can 

grab the things before those clansmen, the chance to become a **** is ours.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “That’s what I mean.” 

 

Fu Yun said: “Tomorrow I will take the team to attack the orcs on the grassland. How about you go to 

the Devil’s City together, let’s try to open a life channel on land.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I have already taken down the Devil’s City, and the rest is up to you. By the way, I will 

teach you a spell that can summon the Blood God, 30,000 corpses with souls, and you can exchange for 

a Blood Spirit. ball.” 

 

He told Fu Yun about the specific situation of the blood spirit ball, and Fu Yun also passed more news of 

various ethnic groups to Lu Yang. The two talked on the phone all night, and it didn’t end until dawn! 

 

Chapter 2483: Peace? 

  

Falling in love with you, the violent fire method of rebirth 

 

Only through the phone did Lu Yang know why Fu Yun wanted to cheat to death in the first place, and 

also why Fu Yun communicated with races in other worlds. 

 

It turns out that the imperial capital has never been under the absolute control of Fu Yun. Even after 

cleaning up several times, there are still human traitors who are willing to exchange their faith for 

strength, but these people are still very well hidden, not at a critical moment. Can’t see it at all. 

 

In order to ensure the safety of the imperial capital and the surrounding people, Fu Yun had to keep 

compromising. Until his last cheating death, he wanted to use an opportunity to cheat all the enemies. 

Unfortunately, although the enemy cheated, the enemy’s The strength is too strong. 

 



The otherworld gods, headed by dragon beasts and three-faced people, also have lower gods. They have 

long coveted the earth and wanted to be gods in the human world, and then cut off the connection 

between the earth and the world. 

 

The reason for this idea is because the twelve lower gods of the dragon orc family have already been 

killed and seriously injured. 

 

For the **** kings in different worlds, the lower gods are no different from ordinary soldiers, and it is 

even said that the **** king can kill 100,000 lower gods with one thought! 

 

For the top combat power of another world, the lower **** is a servant who can see the past, which 

makes the dragon orcs and the three-faced people and other gods unable to see the hope of their own 

race’s future, so they have to change their races Destiny, by invading the earth, the powerhouses of 

their own families can become more gods on earth and rule this area. 

 

Because the followers of the believers were buried before, and the lower gods on their side suffered 

serious losses, the dragon orcs decided to cooperate with humans. It happened that Fu Yun was 

promoted to the demigod stage and went out, and the two parties discussed it. 

 

According to the dragon orcs and the three-faced people, they are not trying to destroy the human race, 

but like a different world, where thousands of races coexist, and the dragon orcs and the three-faced 

people are also willing to teach human spells and build a common prosperity. the earth. 

 

Fu Yun couldn’t refuse this condition. Dozens of races from different worlds invaded the Huaxia region 

all at once. If Fu Yun didn’t find a place for them and didn’t cooperate with them, let them choose their 

location freely, the result may be worse, so Fu Yun will These races are teleported to the border areas of 

the country. 

 

Originally, Fu Yun’s idea was to throw them all abroad, but when Fu Yun went to the border area, he 

found a more serious problem. In those places, he felt the breath of quasi-gods, and a lot of red. Skins 

and greenskins, that is, Sigmor and Gran. 

 

It is not surprising that such a situation occurs. Since the invasion of another world, the only thing that 

countries can protect is their provincial capital city, because only there is a garrison there, and there are 

a large number of population and food reserves. There are practitioners. 



 

But the border area can’t be taken care of. In the early days of the invasion of the other world, only the 

Sigmar and the Grand Clan could come over. In order to invade as soon as possible, the lower gods of 

the other world put in a lot of growth like Red Night. He is a strong child of the lower gods. 

 

After so many years, it is not surprising that some have grown into quasi-gods, and it is not surprising 

why they have not attacked the human world! 

 

They discovered each other! 

 

No one dares to use their power to attack the human world rashly, for fear of being attacked by other 

powerhouses. For gods in other worlds, to attack the human world, they can send other races over in 

batches, and one can grow into a god. The powerhouse of the order has been alive, and it is the most 

useful thing to the gods of other worlds! Because, their ultimate goal is to do it when they discover the 

fragments of the old gods! This is a hole card, which cannot be used easily! 

 

Fu Yun came to this conclusion after exploring the border areas in China, but he also came to the 

conclusion that coordinates cannot be placed in areas outside the national border. Obviously, the 

surrounding areas of Huaxia may have the number of quasi-gods It is an extremely terrifying magnitude. 

If Fu Yun dares to use the power of the Void God King to set the teleportation coordinates, he will never 

come back alive, and it is even more likely that the quasi-god powerhouses of the surrounding countries 

will be brought to China. 

 

In desperation, Fu Yuncai set the transmission coordinates in the domestic border area, from the 

Daxingan Mountains in the northeast to the Hulun Buir grassland in the north, to Lop Nur in the 

northwest, the Hoh Xil no-man’s land in the west, and then to the Shiwanda Mountain in the south. 

 

Among them, the teleportation coordinates of the dragon orc clan are on the first line of the Hulun Buir 

grassland, which is the area where Lu Yang teleported. According to Fu Yun’s idea, after killing the orc 

clan and the demon clan, Fu Yun brought the main force to help Lu Yang take the dragon first. The orcs 

were killed, but Lu Yang needed to pretend first. 

 

There are dozens or even hundreds of believers of dragon orcs in the human world. There are already 

dozens of people on the bright side, and there are dozens or even hundreds of believers in various races 

such as three-faced people and ghost-faced people, and the total number is nearly 1,000. . 



 

Although these people do not work in various departments in the imperial capital, they can see whether 

Fu Yun really persuaded Lu Yang by looking at the battle reports of human beings and the composition 

of soldiers in various cities. Therefore, if Lu Yang wants to kill the dragon orcs, It is necessary to perform 

a play with Fu Yun. After defeating the demon clan, order all the soldiers to return to the major cities to 

rest, so as to convince the dragon orcs that Lu Yang has the idea of coexisting peacefully with them. 

 

“What do you think?” Lu Yang looked at Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the others beside him. 

 

Since the phone call last night, Zhuojiu and Bai Shi were sitting next to Lu Yang, listening to Fu Yun’s 

story together, but everyone’s expressions were not very good. 

 

The white lion frowned and said: “Two questions, one is whether Fu Yun’s reinforcements can arrive in 

time, and the other, whether the dragon orcs really put their guard down on us, if the dragon orcs and 

the three-faced people and other ethnic groups have agreed , After the teleportation, Yiboliu will attack 

us first, what should we do in this case?” 

 

Zhou Tianming nodded and said, “I also have this concern. It is too dangerous to leave my destiny in the 

hands of others.” 

 

The crowd nodded.  

Malthus thought for a while and said, “According to what I know about the dragon orcs, their average 

lifespan is more than a thousand years. This race has inherited the bravery of the orcs and the cunning 

of the dragons, so it is not a trustworthy one. Race.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “But if we don’t do this, the dragon beasts and the three-faced people will still use this as 

an excuse to attack us as soon as we come, and we may still die.” 

 

Just relying on those magic circles and the existing force composition to defend, the Jagged Brothers 

Alliance will suffer extremely heavy losses in this battle. 

 

“I don’t want to be a slave if I die. What is the common prosperity of the earth? Isn’t it that they are 

gods and we are slaves? Why?” Zhou Tianming said with a sneer. 

 



“Fight with them.” Bai Shi, Kuai Bansheng and others said one after another. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, looked at them and said, “I have an idea that I need you to improve with me. If this plan 

can be successful, perhaps the dragon orcs will begin to exterminate their clan from the moment they 

arrive!” 

 

“What plan?” Doojiu, Bai Shi and the others asked in surprise. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2484: plot 

  

Coordinate points. 

 

The teleportation coordinates Fu Yun set for the dragon orcs were on the Hulun Buir grassland, the 

place where Lu Yang returned to Earth from another world. 

 

At his flying speed, he was only half an hour away from Daqinggou, but the actual distance was indeed 

in the Hulunbuir area close to the Black Province area. 

 

Lu Yang’s plan is very simple. Now that he has the Void Knife, he will use this knife to temporarily change 

the Void coordinates and connect it to his Bandarsburg! 

 

The high temperature released by the white sun in Bandarsburg, after the monarch’s resistance for a 

week, will surely die! 

 

Lu Yang is also planning to set up a fire-type boosting magic circle in Bandarsburg. When the white sun 

releases high temperature, he will use the boosting magic circle to increase the flame temperature of 

the entire space, roasting all the dragon orc races alive. 

 



“Boss, this plan is feasible.” Zhou Tianming said with bright eyes. 

 

The white lion said even more excitedly: “In this way, our brothers can kill an entire race without being 

damaged, which is completely feasible.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile and said, “You need to deceive them first, otherwise they won’t go 

to this coordinate.” 

 

“How to cheat?” Kuai half-life asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “According to my order, among the 40,000 brothers below Wangjie, they will be divided 

into five teams, Zhuojiu will lead a team to Xi City, Bai Shi will lead a team to An City, and Kuai Bansheng 

will lead a team to Fu City. , Zhou Tianming led a team to Fengshi, De Buchangshi led a team back to the 

East China Sea, your task is to build a large number of magic circles on the spot, all the seventh-order 

magic circles are used to protect the city, and we will not cooperate with them. The illusion that they are 

enemies. 

 

Xia Yuwei took all the void warriors and followed me into the twisted time and space. We dug the time 

and space tunnel. All the fire mages immediately entered Bandarsburg and began to arrange the 

seventh-order fire array. ” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu, Bai Shi, and the others responded in unison, and ran back to the camp. In the ditch area, 

the remaining more than 30,000 people were led by Zhuojiu and Bai Shi respectively, and they came to 

several newly built cities in groups. 

 

Originally, these cities had a large amount of necessary materials for human life, and someone had to be 

responsible for mining them. Humans who could go to these cities did not think the cities were safe, 

even though Lu Yang had gathered more than 100,000 people to cultivate. The attackers scattered to 

these cities, but they still felt in danger. 

 

This time, more than 30,000 practitioners with seventh-order magic circles arrived and placed high-level 

defensive magic circles in the sky above the city. Moreover, during the live broadcast of the TV station, 

Zhuojiu and others found the fighting beasts. Slaves in the field, let them test it for themselves. 

 



The powerhouses of the king rank and the monarch rank, attacking such a magic circle with all their 

strength, could not even make ripples appear on the surface of the defensive circle, let alone deform it. 

 

This time, the residents in the five cities were relieved, and in the port area of the East China Sea, many 

people watched the live broadcast on the docked cargo ships, and some people with sunglasses came to 

the magic circle. Marginal areas, use spells to test. 

 

“It is indeed a seventh-order magic circle.” The man in sunglasses turned around and came to the city, 

and saw the Debu Taste Corps team who were being welcomed. 

 

A large number of high-level wood-type mages have made the man in sunglasses face the list of 

personnel of the Jagged Brothers League. At the same time, in Xishi, Anshi, Fushi and Fengshi, there are 

also such men in sunglasses facing the data. 

 

“6,000 people.” 

 

“7,000 people.” 

 

“6,000 people.” 

 

… 

 

There are more than 30,000 people returning from the five cities, and only the last 10,000 people have 

not returned, which makes the organization behind the sunglasses men ponder. 

 

Inside a dark room. 

 

Several old people were sitting around a bluish-blue flame, and one of the white-robed old men 

frowned and said, “It’s not right, there must be something wrong with the 10,000 people.” 

 



The old man in black robe opposite sneered and said, “What can be wrong with 10,000 people, it is 

really a problem if 10,000 people are also disbanded and come back. This shows that Lu Yang is setting a 

trap and leaving 10,000 people behind. Daqinggou is the most correct choice.” 

 

“agree.” 

 

“agree.” 

 

… 

 

Among the seven old people, three agreed with the black-robed old man’s opinion, but the white-robed 

old man sneered and said, “Have you forgotten Lu Yang’s character? This is a very cunning devil, I never 

believe that he would take it so easily. Let the Dragon Beast God and his subjects descend on the 

grassland.” 

 

“Agree.” 

 

“Agree.” 

 

The two thought that what the white-robed old man said was right, which made the seven people silent 

at the same time. In the room, only the blue-blue flames were crackling. After a long time, the black-

robed old man said: “Let’s listen to God’s will. , he will choose the most correct path for us.” 

 

“Agree.” The white-robed old man said together with the other types of old people. In an instant, their 

expressions became extremely solemn, and at the same time, their right hand pointed to the blue-blue 

flame. At the same time, the rings on their hands appeared strange. light. 

 

The blue-blue flame suddenly jumped to more than three meters high, and the huge flame almost 

occupied half of the room. At the same time, a face similar to a dragon appeared in the flame! 

 

“What is calling me?” The head in the flames made a majestic voice. 

 



The black robe and white robe elders knelt on the ground at the same time, and the black robe elder 

said respectfully: “The great dragon and beast god, I am your humblest servant, Fang Zhi, the head of 

the Fang family, as well as Cao Li, Wen Feng, Cui Ji, etc. , Jiang Wan, Xia Yun, and Ning Gu kneel down 

and ask you to be safe.” 

 

The white-robed old man was called Cao Li, and said, “We have already checked the number of people 

who returned from the Jagged Brotherhood. There are more than 30,000 people in total, but there are 

still more than 10,000 strong people who have not returned. They should still be gathered in Daqinggou. 

, the magic circles you asked us to find are all used in the East China Sea and the surrounding main cities, 

and the number is basically the same as what you said.” 

 

The Dragon Beast God showed a sneer on his face and said, “Human wisdom is nothing but that. Does Lu 

Yang think I don’t know what he did in the No Tears Camp? Does he really think that place is a paradise? 

My spy has long been lurking in the camp. There, since the number is right, I will come to the grassland 

with all the Protoss and provide me with information at any time, and if you do well, I will give you more 

rewards.” 

 

“Thank God!” Fang Zhi, Cao Li and others hurriedly kowtowed gratefully. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

The head of the Dragon Beast God disappeared from the flames, The three-meter-high flame quickly 

turned into a half-meter-high flame, which made Fang Zhi, Cao Li and others who were kneeling on the 

ground embarrassed. They are also not good at calling again. 

 

Different from those young cultivators outside, Fang Zhi, Cao Li, and others are all old people with rights. 

They can’t bear to be the bottom of society in such a world full of elemental magic, facing those who 

have complimented them and styled them. , but now they look at them like ants, the young people who 

ignore their words, Fang Zhi, Cao Li and others are mentally distorted. 

 

“It’s time for us to take revenge, and the dragon beastmen promised us that their purpose is not to kill 

all the humans, but to elect a new leader to lead them and become the servants of the dragon beast 

protoss. We must resolutely complete this task. “Cao Li stood up and said reverently. 

 



“Yes, human beings should not be led by Lu Yang and Fu Yun, but by those of us who can communicate 

with the gods of other worlds. Let’s take action, do a good job of monitoring, and finally This month is 

our most critical time.” Fang Zhi said loudly. 

 

Cao Li and other six people’s eyes burst into blazing light at the same time, as if they saw the scene 

where they once stood in a high position and bossed everyone! 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2485: mortal bravery 

  

East China Sea. 

 

Inside the government building, Fei Yang, the former boss of the East Navy District, is now one of the 

official top commanders in the East China Sea and is handling affairs. 

 

“Drip drip” 

 

Fei Yang’s phone rang. He picked it up and saw that it was an unfamiliar number, but the one who could 

reach him must not be an ordinary person. He picked up the phone curiously and asked, “Who are you?” 

 

“Old Fei, I’m Fang Zhi.” Fang Zhi, the spokesperson of the dragon beast tribe in the human race, used to 

be a low-level official under Fei Yang. He pretended to be very familiar and said, “What are you busy 

with?” 

 

Fei Yang frowned. Fang Zhi, Cao Li and others had already appeared in the imperial capital. He didn’t like 

to communicate with such people, and asked, “What are you looking for?” 

 



Fang Zhi was very complacent and said: “Of course it’s a good thing, now I am one of the seven popes 

who created religions in the human world by His Highness the Dragon Beast God. I’m here to persuade 

you to join, for the sake of old friends. , I want to give you a chance to live a long life.” 

 

“Ha~!” Fei Yang sneered, his face covered in frost and said, “Tell me about your conditions.” 

 

“You are still like this.” Fang Zhi was very excited and said: “I believe you already know that in a month, 

when the gods come to the world, we will all be ruled by gods, but before the gods arrive, I’m worried 

about your Lulu. Yang will secretly do damage, he will fight with you for power and profit, how about 

handing Lu Yang over to the Dragon Beast God, he will reward you with infinite lifespan and infinite 

power.” 

 

Fei Yang smiled and said, “Then what should I do, I can’t beat him?” 

 

Fang Zhi said: “Intelligence, I need you to report Lu Yang’s situation to me at any time. For example, 

where are his 10,000 people now? There are also action photos of these 10,000 people.” 

 

Fei Yang thought it was ridiculous, but he also felt that this was an opportunity. He deliberately 

pretended to be unhappy and said, “Lu Yang has indeed been against me a lot. Ever since he became 

powerful, he has been robbing me of my rights, his wife and family. He has been placed at the top of the 

East China Sea power level, making me famous and powerless now, you can’t say it’s ridiculous.” 

 

“That’s right.” Fang Zhi could know Fei Yang’s current situation by guessing. According to his thoughts, 

how could someone in a high position accept others robbing them of their rights? He couldn’t accept it, 

let alone Fei Yang’s. senior officials. 

 

“I can provide you with the information you want. It’s not difficult. Lu Yang has placed people in my 

place, and I have placed people in his team, but I have a condition.” Fei Yang said. 

 

Fang Zhi’s eyes lit up, and he quickly asked: “What conditions, you say.” 

 

“I want to meet the dragon orc in person, and I have to have his personal promise to do these things.” 

Fei Yang said. 

 



Fang Zhi was a little embarrassed, and said, “We can only contact the dragon orcs once in half a month. 

We have already used it just now, so we can’t get in touch for the time being.” 

 

Fei Yang was happy, this information was extremely useful, and he deliberately said, “You’re not looking 

for an excuse to lie to me, right?” 

 

“Of course not, you come here a few days ago, and when half a month is up, we will let you meet the 

Dragon Beast God immediately.” Fang Zhi said. 

 

“That’s settled. After 10 days, I will return to the imperial capital to report on my duties, and bring the 

information back by the way. If you have credit, I will cooperate with His Highness the Dragon Beast 

God,” Fei Yang said. 

 

“Okay, ten days later, I’ll give you an address, our identities are sensitive, you know that.” Fang Zhi said 

with a smile. 

 

“Yeah.” Fei Yang pretended to be nervous and hung up the phone directly. Then, he sat on the chair and 

sighed, looking at Tao Yue who was sitting across from him with a shocked expression, and asked, “Just 

now How am I dressed?” 

 

Tao Yue was delighted and said, “If you hadn’t mentioned that Lu Yang’s family robbed you of your 

rights, I would have believed it.” 

 

Fei Yang was also amused, and said, “I asked the people in Lu Yang’s family to participate, and they 

didn’t come on their own initiative. If one person attains the truth, let alone his family, will their family 

still see such petty rights?” 

 

“Then you are?” Tao Yue asked. 

 

Fei Yang slapped the armrest of the chair forcefully, stood up and looked at the peaceful scenery of the 

East China Sea outside the window, and said, “It’s time for me to do my duty as a defender of the East 

China Sea. I’ll go to Lu Yang to explain this matter. I’ll go with you.” 

 



Tao Yue’s eyes were wet, looking at this old man who was already gray but in good spirits, and said, 

“You are going to die.” 

 

“Since ancient times, soldiers have been proud of dying in battle, and it is time for me to be loyal to the 

country. Fang Zhi found me, this is my life, I can’t escape, just follow me .” Fei Yang strode out of the 

office, took out his phone, dialed Lu Yang’s number, and asked, “Where are you?” 

 

“I’m on the Hulunbuir grassland.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Wait for me, I’ll take a plane to find you immediately.” Fei Yang said. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Good thing, let’s meet again, and send me a location.” Fei Yang hung up the phone directly, went to the 

top floor with a smile on his face, and took Tao Yue to the Hulun Buir Prairie by helicopter. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t know the purpose of Fei Yang’s coming. At this time, he was thinking about how to 

deceive the dragon orcs. According to his idea, he was to transfer the teleportation coordinates of the 

dragon orcs to Bandarsburg, but the enemies came in batches. It is impossible to transmit all of them in 

a short period of time. 

 

If they find that the place where they are teleported is not the Hulunbuir prairie, but Bandarsburg, then 

they will not teleport all the following clansmen, and even the East China Sea will be hated by the entire 

dragon beast clan, and even more so. It will be hostile to the races sent by the three-faced and ghost-

faced people, so Lu Yang wants to see the appearance of the Hulunbuir prairie and replicate it in 

Bandarsburg. 

 

He sent his location to Fei Yang, and shouted to the more than 10,000 brothers around him: “Go to the 

distance, pull up soil 1 meter high in place, and transport it to Bandarsburg, remember, you can’t 

Damage the weeds above, be sure to do it realistically.” 

 

“Yes.” Everyone shouted in unison, and each ran to the area five kilometers away to dig the land. 

 



Lu Yang also ran over. Originally, he wanted to open the portal of Bandarsburg on the spot, but he was 

worried that there would be spies from another world who would go here to observe the situation 

regardless of their lives. If Lu Yang had opened the teleportation array here , energy fluctuations will 

change the surrounding landscape, so he was cautious, he ran to the area five kilometers away, where 

everyone was digging the ground. 

 

“Bandalsberg, open~!” Lu Yang activated his magic power, and the golden-red space portal opened. 

 

Xiao Liang, Han Fei, Han Ying and others led the crowd to transport the land into Bandarsburg, and Lu 

Yang followed. 

 

“Boss, the sun is too big for the vegetation to survive.” Xiao Liang said, looking at the huge white sun in 

the sky. 

 

“Look.” Lu Yang showed a smile at the corner of his mouth, pointed his right hand at Bai Tianyang, and 

said in a low voice, “Retreat~!” 

 

The white sun in the sky, under the command of Lu Yang, flew towards the distance at a high speed, and 

did not stop until it reached a white disk with a diameter of 30 cm. The distance was like the real sun on 

the earth. 

 

“Boss, you can control the white sun so freely. This distance is almost the same as the earth. You can 

definitely deceive the enemy.” Xiao Liang said in surprise. 

 

“As my strength increases, the fusion with Bandarsburg is also accelerating.” Lu Yang took out a large 

number of low-level ice magic crystals and handed them over to the crowd, saying, “It comes with an ice 

dragon to break through the magic circle and summon Come out and cool the ground.” 

 

Binglongpo sounds like a strong name, but it is actually a third-order ice cone technique. Xiao Liang and 

the others produced a magic crystal and activated the array above. Suddenly, pieces of ice cones with a 

length of 100 meters fell on the ground. . 

 

“Zi~!” 

 



Although the white sun flew far away, the residual temperature on the ground was still several thousand 

degrees. After the ice cone fell, it quickly turned into water mist and spread into the sky. 

 

As a result, the temperature of the entire space was lowered. When thousands of ice cones were shot 

one by one, the temperature within a few dozen kilometers around Bandarsburg dropped to about 27 

degrees. 

 

The sand on the ground became wet, and Xiao Liang and others spread pieces of land on it. It only took 

more than two hours to actually imitate the appearance of a Hulunbuir prairie. 

 

It was almost the day of the red moon night, imitating the red clouds in the sky and the violent storms 

on the ground. Just as Lu Yang was thinking about what to do, a brother who transported the land ran in 

and said, “Boss, Fei Yang is looking for you.” 

 

“Everyone continue.” Lu Yang greeted him, turned and walked out of the teleportation array. A burst of 

light flashed. He saw Fei Yang standing 50 meters away from the teleportation array. 

 

Over the years, Fei Yang has also practiced some spells, but he has no aptitude, and his strength has 

remained at the second level of the first-order, that is, an ordinary second-level fire mage. 

 

Lu Yang had discussed with Fei Yang that he, like other Jagged Brothers, would rely on a lot of source 

soul crystals to improve his strength, but Fei Yang refused. 

 

In the old man’s words, such an expensive thing is not suitable for him, who is sitting in the back of the 

battlefield and enjoying himself in the office. It is better to leave it to the brothers on the front line. 

 

Tao Yue and others persuaded Fei Yang several times, worried that he would be assassinated, especially 

when the major families who had taken refuge in otherworldly gods still existed, Fei Yang ran on the 

front line every day, very dangerous, but Fei Yang still disagree. 

 

Lu Yang walked to Fei Yang’s side and said, “Why are you disobedient? Now we have plenty of training 

materials, especially low-level materials. Let’s practice.” 

 



Fei Yang smiled and said proudly: “Fortunately, I didn’t practice. The opportunity came. Fang Zhi called 

me just now. This **** is one of the representatives of the surrender faction who took refuge in the 

Dragon Beast Clan in another world. He wants to win me over.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little interested and asked, “How did you win over?” 

 

“Isn’t it immortality and magic? Do I really care about these things?” Fei Yang sneered sarcastically and 

said, “I made an agreement with Fang Zhi that when I return to the imperial capital to report for work in 

ten days, I will meet them and give them to them. The photos of the last ten thousand people stationed 

in their Jagged Brotherhood, they promised me to meet the Dragon Beast God, you can think of a way 

so that I can tell lies in front of the Dragon Beast God.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and looked at Fei Yang, and said, “You are a second-level fire mage, not even a 

magister. You can’t learn high-level resistance to spiritual magic with such strength, you can’t go.” 

 

Fei Yang shook his head and said, “Give me a loyalty contract.” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless and said, “You are the supreme commander of the East China Sea. I will give you 

a loyalty contract, which is inappropriate.” 

 

Fei Yang said: “I believe in your character. After so many years of invasion from another world, you are 

all fighting for the sake of mankind. Our goals are the same, and there is nothing that can’t be beaten.” 

 

Lu Yang was still a little hesitant, but suddenly, the Blazing Demon God said in Lu Yang’s body, “Boy, you 

can ask Fei Yang to sign another kind of loyalty contract, the object is human beings, as long as the 

contract is signed, no matter who will be in the future. If he wants to harm the interests of the entire 

human race, all his loyalties will become his enemies.” 

 

Lu Yang asked: “Can it be changed to only be loyal to the Chinese people?” 

 

“Of course, the oath depends on what he said, we are only responsible for summoning the elemental 

elves.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 



“Teach me the spell.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The Blazing Demon God immediately passed a spiritual thought into Lu Yang’s mind, and then, Lu Yang 

followed the instructions of the Blazing Demon God, urging his magic power to recite the spell. 

 

In an instant, a golden elemental elf appeared from the sky. Lu Yang looked at Fei Yang and said, “This is 

a new loyalty contract. You are not loyal to me, but to the Chinese nation.” 

 

“I will use my life’s energy to be loyal to the entire Chinese nation.” Fei Yang shook the wilderness! 

 

The golden elemental spirit shed a radiance on Fei Yang’s body, then disappeared into the void, Fei Yang 

only felt the world spinning for a while, and when he woke up, it was already two hours later. 

 

“What’s wrong with me?” Fei Yang felt uncomfortable. 

 

Lu Yang was beside him, and said with a smile: “The result is that you are too weak. When you meet the 

dragon and beast god, although he can only use his divine power in the air, his power is very weak, but 

he uses exploration magic and spiritual power. Curses are still ok, even curses that outsiders can’t see, 

you have to be careful.” 

 

“It’s good to be able to deceive them.” Fei Yang put his life and death aside and said: “I will come back in 

ten days. At that time, you will take your brothers to Daqinggou, and I will take a photo and leave.” 

 

“Yeah.” Lu Yang nodded. 

 

“I’m leaving and staying here will cause suspicion.” Fei Yang forcibly stood up and asked Tao Yue to help 

him onto the helicopter. 

 

Watching the old man leave, Lu Yang could only sigh with emotion, and continued to set up camouflage 

in Bandarsburg. 

 

He still has so much to do and no time for sentimentality! 



 

Chapter 2486: pure world fire 

  

Back inside Bandarsburg. 

 

Lu Yang began to set up the magic circle, this time he was going to set up the seventh-order 

amplification circle, the full name was the flame gathering circle! 

 

It requires six magic crystals of the seventh-order fire element and six magic crystals of the seventh-

order space system to form a double hexagram. 

 

Normally, the energy contained in each magic crystal is full, but after using this magic array, the energy 

in the crystal will be compressed, that is to say, every fire magic crystal can contain More fire energy. 

 

The magic circle that the Blazing Demon God taught Lu Yang was an ancient magic circle, which allowed 

each fire magic crystal to store a thousand times the amount of energy he naturally stored. 

 

Lu Yang placed twelve magic crystals on the ground, chanted a spell in his mouth, and said, “Get up~!” 

 

“Om~!” 

 

Six fire crystals and six space crystals radiated light at the same time, instantly forming a double 

hexagram with a diameter of six meters. 

 

With Lu Yang’s right hand, the double six-pointed star array supported the magic crystal and flew into 

the air. Then, the array suddenly expanded to a diameter of 600 meters. 

 

“Eyes of the Demon God, open~!” Lu Yang opened the third eye on his forehead. At the same time, a 

phantom of the Eye of Demons also appeared in the sky above Bandarsburg. 

 



The white sun in the sky suddenly shot a ray of light into the Demon God’s Eye. After the Demon God’s 

Eye’s energy storage was over, it was converted into pure flame energy, and all of it was injected into 

the double hexagram. 

 

once 

 

twice 

 

three times 

 

… 

 

After ten times in a row, the energy in a flame gathering array was full. Lu Yang activated the magic 

again, and the double hexagram pattern quickly shrank, and finally returned to a diameter of six meters 

and landed on the grass. 

 

“Aura cover up!” Lu Yang chanted a spell and released a strange magic energy. In an instant, the fire 

energy of the flame gathering array disappeared, and pure source energy emerged from his hands and 

covered the twelve magic crystals. With a hard press, the magic water was pressed into the soil at a 

depth of 30 cm. From the outside, a large area of grass covered it. If Lu Yang was not here, he would not 

be able to find the position of the magic crystal if he was far away. 

 

“Come here, Fire Master, and I will teach you how to set up this magic circle.” Lu Yang shouted, and 200 

Fire Masters in the distance ran over. 

 

If you want to kill the 500,000 dragon orc army, it is not enough to arrange one or two such magic 

circles. At least thousands of them are needed. Lu Yang can’t arrange it alone, and the brothers of the 

fire mage group must help together, okay. It is not difficult to arrange in this circle, but there are 

requirements for magic crystals. 

 

This time, when Lu Yang returned, he obtained more than 3,000 fire crystals of the seventh-order fire 

element for free from the No Tears Camp, plus the fire element obtained from the slaughter of dark 

orcs, trolls, and the jackal-headed orcs treasury. There are more than 20,000 seventh-order magic 



crystals and seventh-order magic crystals of the space system, and Lu Yang can create nearly 2,000 sets 

of flame energy gathering arrays in total. 

 

He took out the magic crystals of the fire and space elements and handed them over to Luo Siyu. After 

Heiyan died in the battle, only one soul was left in Bandarsburg, protected by Lu Yang. Long fell on Luo 

Siyu’s shoulders. 

 

In the fire mage who entered the Void Hall to practice last time, Luo Siyu was also among them, and she 

got the original soul crystal of the monarch rank, so now Luo Siyu has also reached the primary monarch 

rank, and can Sharing a lot of pressure for Lu Yang. 

 

Luo Siyu and a group of brothers quickly learned, each holding a magic crystal, and setting up flame 

gathering formations in various areas in Bandarsburg in a team mode. 

 

Lu Yang summoned a clone, constantly using the eye of the devil to recharge these flame energy 

formations, and he himself returned to the castle in Bandarsburg to study with the blazing devil how to 

deal with the peak of the dragon beast clan. It’s time for God. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Dragon Beast Race is a race of gods, and there are at least two lower gods in 

each generation. The background of their race is very strong. I am afraid that the quasi-gods who come 

will bring some artifacts, and maybe even some ancient artifacts. Fragment, with your current ability, 

may not be able to fight, so I am going to let you and Bandarsburg enter the next stage of integration as 

soon as possible.” 

 

“Have you come up with a way to integrate?” Lu Yang’s eyes lit up, and integration with Bandarsburg 

has always been the most important thing for Lu Yang. 

 

Once the fusion degree reaches 100%, Lu Yang will be able to freely control the white sun in the sky, 

unlike now, he still needs the help of the Devil’s Eye for energy conversion. 

 

Blazing Demon God was a little complacent and said: “The things of the ancient gods are really unusual. 

Let’s put it this way, what exactly is this Bandarsburg, I have already figured out, it is a stove.” 

 

“Stove?” Lu Yang was a little confused and asked, “Isn’t it an open space? How did it become a stove.” 



 

The Blazing Demon God became more and more excited and said: “What do you know, this is indeed a 

space opened up, but the ancient **** turned it into an alchemy furnace and a furnace for refining 

weapons. The castle of Bandarsburg is actually a A mold that can change its form freely. The white sun in 

the sky is a pure and pure heavenly fire. Don’t look at it as just a mouthful, but it is impossible to find. 

Even I have practiced for countless thousands of years. I have never encountered it. Found it here.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little confused. U asked, “What is the purpose of Jingshi Tianhuo? Why is it so rare?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “The pure world fire is not innate, but a kind of flame that appears 

inexplicably in the universe. Although the number is rare, as long as it is carefully protected, it can 

continue to regenerate. This kind of flame can decompose everything, no matter what. As long as 

anything encounters Jingshi Tianhuo, it will be restored to its original form. Therefore, whether it is ore 

or elixir, Jingshi Tianhuo is the best refining flame. 

 

As for the power, Jingshi Tianhuo is not the strongest among many kinds of fire, but it can be ranked in 

the top 20, because its flame characteristic is decomposition, so as long as it is not the fragments of 

ancient artifacts and high-level artifacts, with your ability , can urge the flame to burn it back to its 

original form. ” 

 

“It’s so strong.” Lu Yang’s eyes lit up. This means that anyone who fights against him with a weapon is 

the same as if he didn’t. As long as he fights for a while, he will be destroyed by his pure world fire into a 

material form. . 

 

The Blazing Demon God said with some emotion, “Power is powerful, but with your current strength, 

you won’t be able to absorb the pure world fire within half a month. We will first find a way to complete 

the latest stage of fusion, so that you can be more free. Control him.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and quickly followed the Blazing Demon God to learn! 

 

Chapter 2487: comprehend talent 

  

If you want to integrate a space created by others, there is no shortcut, you can only constantly connect 

your own soul with Bandarsburg. 



 

Every space is connected with the soul, and there will be several special positions. Taking Bandarsburg 

as an example, the Blazing Demon God found that this space is connected to the tail position of the 

phoenix body. 

 

That is to say, the Bandarsburg created in the endless void is connected to dozens of tails of the phoenix 

spirit. 

 

Lu Yang had never been able to find it before, so he could only use the most primitive method to get the 

soul to perceive the positions of these points inch by inch, but the effect was not ideal. Bandarsburg is 

too big, with hundreds of kilometers. Starting from Bandarsburg, a total of seven points have been 

found so far, but the real connection points should be more than 300 according to the analysis of the 

Blazing Demon God. 

 

This time, when the Blazing Demon God was studying the Pure World Skyfire, he discovered that there 

are twenty-seven special magic circles in the surrounding area of Skyfire, and these magic circles are the 

connection points. 

 

Lu Yang immediately revealed the soul of the undead bird, and connected to the center of the twenty-

seven magic circles with one of its tails. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t understand these magic circles. They were all made of magic symbols in ancient times. 

Only **** kings like Blazing Flame God knew their meaning. 

 

The Blazing Demon God didn’t hide his secrets, and while helping Lu Yang fuse, he taught the meaning 

of these magic symbols and how to draw the magic circle. 

 

Before he knew it, ten days passed, and when Fei Yang sent someone a message to inform Lu Yang that 

he was going to the defensive fortress of Daqinggou, Lu Yang woke up from that mysterious state. 

 

He looked at his fusion speed, and the twenty-seven points were all fused. He asked curiously, “What 

happened to me these ten days? Why do I feel like it has passed in an instant, but all the knowledge I 

have Did you learn?” 

 



The Blazing Demon God smiled, looked at Lu Yang and said, “You have entered a mysterious state of 

comprehension. Congratulations, you have such a talent for comprehension, which will be of great 

benefit to your promotion to the next god.” 

 

After being promoted to the lower gods, absorbing energy is one aspect, but in each breakthrough 

stage, you can no longer try to attack after the energy is full, but you need to truly understand the 

profound meaning of each stage before you can be promoted. 

 

Even a small stage, such as the first-level to second-level lower gods, can only be promoted by 

comprehension. After comprehension, the laws between heaven and earth are used, and the ancient 

gods’ spells, every move and every style, follow the same pattern. related to the laws of heaven and 

earth. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t think about this issue before, he was very satisfied to be promoted to the next god, but 

he didn’t expect to be promoted in the future, which made him a little excited and said, “It seems that 

you can’t leave me for a while, why not? How about you accompany me all the way to the God King 

stage?” 

 

It stands to reason that as long as Lu Yang is promoted to the lower god, and the devil’s heart will add 

two more fragments, the blazing devil can use Lu Yang’s divine blood to completely nourish his devil’s 

heart, and then reshape his body and restore it to his own. The strength of the lower god. 

 

But now it’s different. If Lu Yangneng has been promoted all the time, the Blazing Demon God doesn’t 

need to appear too early. If Lu Yang can be promoted to the main **** rank, or even the **** king rank, 

the Blazing Demon God will recover and be the **** king. ! 

 

“I’ll be with you, I’m an old man without relatives and no reason, so let’s go with you children.” The 

Blazing Demon God said with a smile, he felt Lu Yang’s sincerity, and sincerely hoped that he would act 

like his elders. The identity stays with him, not because of his strength. 

 

Although it has been less than ten years since the invasion of another world, the Blazing Demon God 

and Lu Yang have spent at least 400 years together in the Void Hall. It made him feel at home. 

 

He was the head of the family, and Malthus was the elder. With the knowledge of the two of them, he 

pushed the entire Jagged Brotherhood, Lu Yang, and Zhuojiu forward step by step. 



 

Every victory of the Jagged Brotherhood has the shadows of the two of them behind it. Every time a 

brother is killed in battle, the Blazing Demon God will also grieve for this. This is the happiness he has 

not felt for millions of years before, so , he would like to stay. 

 

“Great, I’ve been worried that you will leave.” Lu Yang let out a long sigh and said with a smile. 

 

“Hurry up and go to work, stop talking nonsense.” The Blazing Flame Demon God still couldn’t bear such 

violent fluctuations in his emotions, and went directly into the Demon Temple to practice. 

 

Lu Yang smiled speechlessly, his body changed back to its original form, and fell to the ground. He 

looked around. At this time, the entire Bandarsburg had completely turned into a green grassland. 

 

The original yellow sand can’t be seen at all, as long as there is a breeze blowing, some people believe 

that this is the Hulun Buir grassland. 

 

He watched as he ran into the distance, and shouted to his subordinates who were still arranging the 

plants and trees: “Everyone has entered Bandarsburg, and I will take everyone back to Daqinggou.” 

 

This is much faster than letting everyone run back to Daqinggou from the grassland. He only needs to fly 

back to open a portal and more than 10,000 people will come out. 

 

Xia Yuwei and the others also knew Lu Yang’s trick, and they brought their brothers into Bandarsburg 

one after another. 

 

After seeing that everyone had entered, Lu Yang closed the portal, turned into a phoenix and flew into 

the sky, heading towards Daqinggou. 

 

Two hours later. 

 

When Fei Yang’s helicopter just landed on the top of the city, the soldiers of the Jagged Brotherhood 

had all come out and were lining up. 



 

“So fast?” Fei Yang said with a laugh when he looked at Lu Yang who flew over to greet him. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head speechlessly and said with a smile, “You are the one who is going to die. U is still 

so happy.” 

 

“The more open-minded I am, the less the enemy will be able to find out, right?” Fei Yang was very 

proud of his state and said, “You also go to participate in the training. I will take a few frontal photos. I 

can’t take pictures secretly here. With your strength, I will take pictures secretly. It’s impossible not to 

be discovered.” 

 

After thinking about it, Lu Yang was right. He summoned the double-headed bird warhammer and said, 

“Then give me a few close-ups, say it’s going to be posted on the Internet, it will be exciting.” 

 

“Also.” Fei Yang took out his camera and took pictures of Lu Yang from all angles. After that, he ran 

under the city wall and took pictures of Xia Yuwei, Han Fei and others. 

 

After he had photographed all 10,000 people, Fei Yang took one last look at Lu Yang and said with a 

smile, “If I don’t come back, my little grandson will be taken care of by you, neither of his parents. The 

materials for cultivation, but this kid is a bit talented, please.” 

 

Lu Yang knew that Fei Yang was entrusting his funeral, and bowed respectfully and said, “Don’t worry, 

sir, with Lu Yang here, your family will always be protected by me and the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

Fei Yang didn’t stop, got on the plane with a smile, and didn’t use his hands to operate it. He controlled 

the plane and flew towards the imperial capital by himself! 

 

 

Chapter 2488: successful deception 

  

imperial capital. 

 



In a graceful and luxurious villa, Fei Yang was standing in front of a group of blue fire. There is a ring, the 

faint blue of the flame is released from the ring. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

The blue flame suddenly burst out more than three meters high, and a huge humanoid face with dragon 

horns appeared from the flame, he said angrily: “Why did you call me out at this time, you shouldn’t be 

teleporting? Will the Summoning Ceremony be held on the last day?” 

 

The seven people hurriedly knelt on the ground in horror, and cold sweat kept falling from their 

foreheads. Cao Li, who was the leader, changed his voice and said respectfully, “Great God, I summoned 

you because there was something important, Under the great brilliance, and under the guidance of your 

divine grace, the chief executive of Donghai Province is willing to serve you sincerely, and he has 

brought important information, hoping to gain your favor.” 

 

The Dragon Beast Chief Elder Byrne didn’t care about Cao Li’s flattery. He stared at Fei Yang, the only 

one who was still standing there, and said, “Explain your purpose.” 

 

Fei Yang blinked, pretending to be at a loss, and stammered: “I, I want to gain power, the Jagged 

Brotherhood and Lu Yang don’t respect me, they just use me as a puppet, I want to change this situation 

However, please don’t hurt the human beings in the East China Sea, under your teaching, they also hope 

to be bathed by your divine grace.” 

 

Through the communication with Cao Li and the others, and the explanation of the sycophants, the 

Dragon Beast Chief Elder Byrne has fully understood the life of human beings, which is not judged by 

strength, but by age and position. Way. 

 

Cao Li and Fang Zhi became his followers because they lost their rights and wanted to regain them. Now 

Fei Yang is using the same method, but Byrne doesn’t trust others so easily. His eyes turned to Cao Li. 

 

Cao Li immediately understood what Byrne meant, and hurriedly said to Fei Yang, “Take out your things 

and show them to Lord Dragon and Beast God.” 

 



Fei Yang took out the photo of the Jagged Brothers Alliance in the Daqinggou defense base from his 

handbag, pointed at Byrne and said, “I know where Lu Yang and the Jagged Brothers are, and also know 

their next battle plan. Before returning to the imperial capital to report on work, I went to Lu Yang in the 

name of Lao Jun and asked them for their opinions on the arrival of the dragon beasts.” 

 

Byrne became interested. In the blue flames, his eyes suddenly lit up. He stared at Fei Yang and said, 

“Tell me, what are Lu Yang’s thoughts?” 

 

Fei Yang only felt as if he had been hit by a sap in his mind, and his whole body became insane. When he 

was about to tell the truth, suddenly, there was a loud noise in his head, and he seemed to see a big 

golden sound. The clock swayed from side to side in his mind, constantly helping him to resist the dull 

feeling. 

 

Fei Yang knew that this was the dragon and beast **** using spiritual magic on him, and the big bell was 

the form of loyalty contract that he imagined in his consciousness. 

 

Now the Dragon Beast God asked him to tell the truth, the loyalty contract forced him to tell lies, and 

the two spiritual forces were pulling back and forth on him, a human who was only a second-level mage. 

Fei Yang only felt that his entire soul was about to be torn apart. 

 

“Lu Yang didn’t like you, but he still accepted Fu Yun’s advice. Because he was worried that the dragon 

orcs would attack various cities in the East China Sea, he ordered the mage group to retreat to each 

main city to set up a seventh-order defensive array, leaving only 10,000. The powerhouses of Wangjie 

and Monarchy are preparing in Daqinggou.” Fei Yang told the truth, but not everything! 

 

The elder of the dragon beast clan believed in the power of his spells, but he had already guessed the 

previous words, but the last sentence made him a little interested. He frowned and asked, “How many 

kings and monarchs are there under Lu Yang?” 

 

Fei Yang said: “Lu Yang has been promoted to a demigod and is still in the primary stage. The other five 

main commanders have all entered the monarch rank. He also has a monarch rank team of about 50 

people. The promotion is not clear, and there are also the heads of the mage groups of various 

departments, all of which have also been promoted to the monarch rank, with a total number of about 

200 people, and the rest are all king rank.” 

 



“So much?” The elder of the dragon beast clan felt a little incredible and said, “Tell me in detail, who are 

there?” 

 

Fei Yang introduced them one by one. He said it in great detail, but these contents were not big secrets. 

Lu Yang allowed him to say it, which was just enough to act as a deterrent. 

 

The great elder of the dragon beast clan, Byrne, originally thought that after coming to the human 

world, he would kill everyone in the East China Sea as soon as possible, and then occupy the East China 

Sea area, relying on this fertile land and material-rich area to build a city. 

 

As for the magic circles that Lu Yang distributed to various cities, it was not too difficult for Byrne to use 

the seventh-order magic crystal to break them regardless of the cost. 

 

Byrne will also use the treasures accumulated by his family for hundreds of thousands of years to kill Lu 

Yang and **** the heart of the Demon God of Blazing Flame, but suddenly there are so many monarchs 

and kings. If they can’t be wiped out, letting half of them out will bring his race to the brink of 

annihilation. 

 

Any race, in the absence of the lower gods, can’t bear the endless attacks and killings of thousands of 

kings and above. 

 

“You didn’t lie to me.” Byrne felt that Lu Yang and his subordinates should not be so strong, so he 

couldn’t help but doubt his own spell, staring at Fei Yang and suddenly increasing the spell’s power to 

the maximum. 

 

“Uh~!” Fei Yang trembled uncontrollably, and the words he said were like dementia, asking a question 

and answering a question, but no matter how Bayne asked, Fei Yang said these things, and asked a little 

bit. For the core issue, a large golden bell would appear in Fei Yang’s mind, and the constant beating 

made Fei Yang wake up. 

 

After three full hours, when the summoning time was over, the Dragon Beast Chief Elder left 

contentedly. After getting the detailed information of the 10,000 people, he made a targeted 

deployment. According to his idea, it was still a If you hit it, you must win. After the teleportation, you 

must first deal with Lu Yang and the ten thousand people. 

 



When Fei Yang woke up, it was already midnight. He only felt the pain of tearing his brain, but when he 

opened his eyes, he saw Cao Li and Fang Zhi sitting beside him. 

 

“What’s wrong with me?” Fei Yang asked painfully. 

 

Cao Li was a little embarrassed, he couldn’t tell Fei Yang that Byrne used spiritual magic on him, which 

caused him to become what he is now, and pretended to be happy and said, “This is a test for you by His 

Highness the Dragon Beast God, you have already Passed, you will be one of our members from now on, 

ranking third elder, only under Fang Zhi and me, when the dragon and beast gods arrive, you will be able 

to gain divine power like us.” 

 

“That’s great.” Fei Yang breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

Fang Zhi suddenly felt a sense of self-righteousness. He had been under Fei Yang’s control for many 

years, but now he was finally in charge of Fei Yang. He pretended to be dignified and said, “Third Elder, I 

hope you will send a helicopter to pick us up. Going to the Hulunbuir Prairie, we want to greet our **** 

as soon as the red moon night arrives. U” 

 

“Five days later, when my debriefing is over, I will take you back together.” Fei Yang pretended to be 

excited and said, “After so many years, I want to get back everything that belongs to me.” 

 

Fang Zhi curled his lips in his heart, and said secretly: “It’s not like me, how upright I pretended to be, 

hypocritical.” 

 

Cao Li said, “That’s it.” 

 

“I have to go back. If I am missing for too long, they will track me down.” Fei Yang forcibly stood up. 

 

Cao Li and Fang Zhi also reacted. If someone like Fei Yang disappeared, it was a big event, so they quickly 

said together, “Let’s go.” 

 

However, Fei Yang pretended to be reluctant to leave. He insisted on going to the secret contact 

location and contact number of Cao Li and Fang Zhi, as well as the list of other people, and then left! 



 

After returning to the temporary residence, Fu Yun was waiting for him in the room. After the two 

communicated, Fu Yun activated his teleportation ability and flew to the teleportation point on the 

Hulunbuir Prairie. Lu Yang and the ten thousand Jagged Brothers had returned. There, the final 

preparations are being made! 

 

Chapter 2489: Spatial connection 

  

on the grassland. 

 

Lu Yang and Fu Yun were sitting opposite each other. At the same time, blazing fire and icy-blue space-

time light emanated from their bodies, which made Zhuojiu and Bai Shi, who were standing in the 

distance, speechless for a while. . 

 

It’s not that Lu Yang and Fu Yun are fighting. Someone once wentssips about whether Fu Yun of the 

imperial capital, Lu Yang of the East China Sea, and the powerhouses who have obtained the heart of 

God in the major cities in the south meet, will they compete for who is the best? Strong and hands-on 

combat. 

 

The truth is, with the positions of Lu Yang and Fu Yun, and the current critical situation on the 

battlefield, it is impossible for them to compete. The Flame Demon God and Fu Yun’s Space Element 

God King are fighting. 

 

The new gods can defeat the old gods, and the big reason is the discord between the old gods and god-

kings, especially the god-king faction headed by the Blazing Flame God, and the void god-king faction 

who challenged his authority. . 

 

As for the reason for the enmity between the two parties, it was very simple at the beginning. It was the 

battle of cultivation methods. Legend of the Blazing Demon God believed that the ancient demon **** 

who seized the blood purgatory mainly cultivated his own flame, supplemented by the dark magic of the 

ancient demon **** to break through. The realm of the king of gods, reaching a higher realm. 

 

The Void God King believes that as the space elves formed by the origin of the other world, they should 

cultivate their own spells. After practicing to the deepest stage, they should collect all the original Void 

Elves in the world to explore a higher realm. 



 

But the Blazing Demon God did not agree with such a cultivation method, because he discovered that all 

the original substances were ultimately formed by the same source, and the Blazing Demon God could 

not understand the mystery, so he named him the source of chaos. 

 

Whether it is wind, fire, thunder and lightning, or space, time, darkness, and light, all these origins are 

decomposed from the origin of chaos. 

 

If the Void God King wants to improve himself by absorbing these sources, the final result is that the 

Blazing Devil God and other gods will become the food of the God of Space, which is not allowed by the 

Blazing Devil God. 

 

After that, there was a war. I don’t know how many years it was fought, which caused dissatisfaction 

among the new gods, and finally became what it is today. 

 

Although they were defeated by the new gods later, the hatred between the Fiery Demon God and the 

Void God King has not disappeared. Lu Yang and Fu Yun had met many times in the imperial capital 

before. Both the Blazing Demon God and the Space God chose to hide themselves. , for fear that the 

other party will make a sneak attack. 

 

This time, Fu Yun was exploring on the grassland, and he didn’t take the initiative to see Lu Yang. What 

he was afraid of was that the God of Space and the Devil of Blazing Flame would fight, but the situation 

is different now. Both Lu Yang and Fu Yun have been promoted to the demigod rank, and the distance is 

accurate. God is just one step away. If they become gods, the Blazing Flame God and the Space God will 

also become gods. 

 

If the two want to regain the throne of the king of God, they must cooperate, at least not to destroy 

each other. 

 

“Waste, you are still useless as always, and it is useless to give you the origin of the entire world.” 

Blazing Demon God taunted the God of Space while attacking with flames. 

 

“Your sidewalk is garbage, and now you are not attacking me with flames.” The God of Space said with a 

sneer. 



 

The Blazing Demon God really wanted to use dark magic to kill the **** of space. After so many years, 

when he grew up with Lu Yang, he saw too many dark sides of human nature. In terms of understanding 

of dark magic, it far surpassed that of his heyday. state of the period. 

 

If the Blazing Demon God is willing, he can really release high-level dark spells now, and let the God of 

Space fall into a terrifying illusion forever, but he wants to avenge the new gods and protect Lu Yang and 

Donghai. Thousands of people still chose to give up. 

 

“Okay, let’s fight here, I understand your purpose, since you are willing to cooperate with me, then we 

will first find a way to trouble the new gods, the hatred between you and me will die in the new gods. 

After that, let’s break it again.” Blazing Demon God took the initiative to withdraw the spell. 

 

“I think so too.” The God of Space also withdrew the spell. 

 

The light on Lu Yang and Fu Yun disappeared at the same time, and both of them were relieved at the 

same time. 

 

“Don’t ask me questions, I don’t have time to answer you, let’s cooperate with Fu Yun, he is sincere.” 

The Blazing Flame Devil hid in the Devil’s Temple and went sulking alone. 

 

Lu Yang laughed, looked at Fu Yun and said, “How are you over there?” 

 

Fu Yun laughed and said, “No problem, we can work together.” 

 

In the distance, Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and others were all relieved, and ran over, Fei Yang was among them, 

came to the two and said: “I will tell you the information first, the elder of the Dragon Beast Clan has 

already believed it. In my words, this time through the flames is also his last time, in the next few days, 

Cao Li and Fang Zhi can no longer use this method to summon the elders of the dragon beast clan.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Nice job.” 

 



Fei Yang said: “There is one more question. Cao Li and Fang Zhi wanted to come here in advance to 

prepare for the reception. They asked me to provide the plane. I agreed to their request. Now there are 

only five days left to prepare.” 

 

Fu Yun said: “The rings on the hands of the seven elders, including Cao Li and Fang Zhi, are a necessity 

for summoning the great elders of the dragon beast clan. The Void God has detected them and has a 

warning function. If they really come, let them come. If a problem is found, the dragon beasts will not be 

teleported here, they will go to the spare coordinate area.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and said, “I have a way to keep them from warning, but I need your help to 

stabilize the distorted space-time portal behind me.” 

 

“This is not difficult for me, and it will be completed soon.” Fu Yun pointed to twisted time and space 

with his right hand, and a beam of void power was instilled into the twisted time and space. It quickly 

turned into a regular oval, just like the state after the Red Moon Night was turned on. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How long can this last? When the red moon night comes, will it be deformed?” 

 

Fu Yun said: “If I add more strength, there will be no problem until the day of the red moon night, and it 

will not deform. You can rest assured.” 

 

“Then my plan will be successful.” With a move from Lu Yang’s right hand, a troll came out of 

Bandarsburg. It was Barha, the elder of the troll clan who had been slaughtered in another world. 

 

“Master, what do you have to do with me?” Balha asked respectfully before kneeling in front of Lu Yang 

with a black totem in one hand. 

 

Lu Yang handed him a cloak and said, “Follow Fei Yang and Fu Yun to the imperial capital. The mission is 

to use the totem in your hand to make the seven people who flew back with Fei Yang fall into the 

illusion. This mission is very important. They Behind him is the great elder of the dragon beast clan, you 

must not miss it.” 

 

“Please rest assured, master, the dragon beasts can’t see through my totem spells.” Balha is very 

confident. 



 

Lu Yang smiled, whispered a few words in Balha’s ear, looked at Fu Yun and said, “Please bring the two 

of them back to the imperial capital, and then leave the rest to Balha to execute.” 

 

“No problem. U” Fu Yun didn’t want to ask Lu Yang too much **** all the dragon beasts. If the plan 

leaked, he would be the biggest suspect. Said with emotion: “I don’t know when we will meet again. I 

hope that when we meet next time, both you and I can become gods.” 

 

Lu Yang folded his fists and said, “I hope so.” 

 

“Goodbye.” Fu Yun grabbed Fei Yang and Balha and disappeared with a ray of light! 

 

Lu Yang looked back at the stabilized twisted time and space, and he could finally do the final 

preparations. 

 

“Bandalsburg” 

 

Lu Yang made a move with his right hand, and the portal of Bandarsburg overlapped with the twisted 

time and space. The two were very stable, and there was no strange feeling at all. 

 

“The dragon beasts were teleported through this twisted time and space, and they were directly sent to 

Bandarsburg. This time the dragon beasts were finished,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Turbid wine, Bai Shi and others nodded excitedly, they had foreseen the demise of the dragon beast 

race! 

 

Chapter 2490: Desperate station 

  

After five days. 

 



A large military helicopter landed on the Hulunbuir prairie with a loud roar. Cao Li, Fang Zhi and other 

seven elders of the dragon and beast sect couldn’t wait for the plane to stop before jumping down and 

rushing to the twisted time and space. before. 

 

“My God, in a few days, you will land in this area, and we call you devoutly.” Cao Li raised his right hand, 

his eyes and voice full of madness. 

 

Fang Zhi and the others raised their right hand, and the ring on it emitted an ice-blue flame at the same 

time. When the seven flames gathered together, they even formed the appearance of Byne, the great 

elder of the dragon beast clan. 

 

Fei Yang was already stunned at this time. He walked closer and said blankly: “Isn’t His Highness the 

Dragon Beast God unable to show up again? Is this?” 

 

Fang Zhi showed a proud expression and said, “That was to test you, and now you are really accepted by 

us.” 

 

Byrne looked at the surrounding prairie, showing an excited look, the dragon beast family loves this kind 

of living environment the most, and he couldn’t help laughing wildly with excitement, saying: “This is the 

area where our dragon beast **** family lives. , this planet will become the home of the dragon beast 

**** family.” 

 

On this prairie, Byrne could not see the shadow of a Jagged Brotherhood warrior, nor could he perceive 

any signs of being moved around, which showed that Lu Yang really had no way to stop his race from 

teleporting to this area. 

 

As long as the dragon beasts can live in this area, and there is no constant conscription by otherworldly 

gods and wars sent by other races, the two million people of the dragon beasts can develop in just a few 

decades. hundreds of millions of people. 

 

At that time, with the advantage of the number of ethnic groups, Byrne had the confidence to cultivate 

nearly 100 lower-level gods, and then **** the hearts of the old gods. Byrne even felt that one day he 

could kill him and return to another world and let him There is also a god-king-level powerhouse in the 

dragon beast clan, such as himself! 

 



Fei Yang was stunned at this time. He was really afraid that the problem of distorting time and space 

would be discovered by Byrne, but he didn’t know what to do. In his anxiety, Fei Yang fell into a deep 

fear. 

 

Fortunately, Cao Li, Fang Zhi and others were kneeling on the ground reverently, and no one noticed the 

change in his mentality. At this moment, Byrne’s flame head suddenly turned to look at Fei Yang, and 

said loudly: ” Human, your loyalty has been recognized by me, and when I arrive, you will be promoted 

to the royal rank.” 

 

“Thank you, my master.” Fei Yang hurriedly knelt on the ground, covering up his inner fear with 

surrender. 

 

Byrne didn’t put his mind on Fei Yang at this time, and regarded it as Fei Yang’s fear of himself. After all, 

how could a human being who is a second-level mage not be afraid of himself, a powerhouse at the 

peak of the quasi-god. 

 

When Cao Li, Fang Zhi and other seven people saw him back then, they were even more frightened than 

Fei Yang, so he, who was the pinnacle of Quasi-God, didn’t take Fei Yang seriously at all. 

 

“You will all become powerful kings, and do the final surveillance work, don’t let me down.” Byrne 

disappeared. 

 

Fei Yang stared blankly at this scene, raised his head to look at Cao Li and the others beside him, and 

asked, “Where is His Highness the Dragon Beast God?” 

 

Cao Li said: “This is our last call. In the next few days, we can only warn His Highness the Dragon Beast 

through the ring, but there is no danger here, we just need to wait here.” 

 

Fei Yang breathed a sigh of relief, nodded and said, “There is a tent on the plane, let’s build it.” 

 

Cao Li and the others nodded happily, followed Fei Yang to the cockpit of the helicopter, and took out 

the tents one by one, but from the beginning to the end of their construction, and then when they 

entered the tents to sleep, it should be evening, the moon but did not rise. 

 



“Atami, Atami, Atami…” At the tail of the helicopter’s cockpit, the troll elder Balha was holding a black 

totem while chanting a spell. He suddenly stopped, walked out of the tent and inserted the totem on 

the ground. 

 

There was still a black light on the totem, but the black light that originally enveloped Fei Yang 

disappeared, and Balha’s right hand released a white light, which woke Fei Yang from his sleep. 

 

“Why, why are you here, hurry up and let them find out.” Fei Yang said excitedly. 

 

Balha didn’t move, but stood in place with a smile, showing the smile of the troll clan’s logo, tapping his 

right hand on his chest, bowing and saying, “Congratulations to the master.” 

 

“Don’t worry, they won’t wake up.” Lu Yang appeared behind Fei Yang with Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and others. 

 

“Lu Yang, I was just about to find you. Byrne was summoned again just now. He saw the appearance of 

the prairie. I’m worried…” Fei Yang was in a hurry. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and stretched out his hand to stop Fei Yang’s words and said, “We have seen what 

happened just now, don’t worry, Byrne will bring the dragon orcs over here, and he will not doubt the 

Bandarsburg space. The state here is different from the appearance of the Hulunbuir prairie he saw with 

his own eyes today, so he thought that the place you are standing now is inside Bandarsburg.” 

 

“This is Bandarsburg?” Fei Yang was stunned and looked around quickly, but didn’t notice anything 

strange, he frowned and asked, “When did I come in, isn’t this a fantasy created by Byrne, who are you? 

Who?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “This is not an illusion, but since I got on the plane with you, Balha has been 

using totems to control you, because I also suspect that it is impossible for the elders of the dragon 

beasts to leave behind. The latter, sure enough, was guessed by me.” 

 

The ancient Holy Spirit Malthus flew out of the turbid wine, looked at Fei Yang with a smile and said, 

“They are fake, I can’t be fake, no one can simulate my appearance in a dream.” 

 



Fei Yang let out a long sigh of relief and said excitedly, “Great, the deception is finally successful, what 

shall I do next?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “In the last few days, Cao Li and the others will spend all the time in their sleep. In the 

dream, they wake up on time every day, wandering on the grassland, sitting cross-legged on the ground 

to cultivate, and discussing the future with each other. How to manage human beings, their bodies will 

also move, just like sleepwalking, but they can’t wake up. They won’t wake up until the day when the 

other world is teleported. The same is true for you, U I will Let Balha continue to hypnotize you with 

spells, and you’ll sleepwalk with them and make the final show, it’s up to you.” 

 

“Give it to me, and don’t be in a hurry to send me away on the day of teleportation. If I’m not here, the 

elders and other elders of the dragon beasts will never be teleported over. I must stay here until I 

worship. En and his elders show up with all the supplies.” Fei Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang took a deep breath, looked at Fei Yang with some pain, and said, “You might die!” 

 

“Hey, I’m an old man in his tens of years, and he’s already prepared.” Fei Yang smiled openly and said, “I 

am an old man for the entire dragon beast clan, as well as their elders and all the treasure houses, it’s 

worth it! ” 

 

Lu Yang bowed deeply to Fei Yang and said, “Thank you, your dedication to mankind will always be 

remembered in our hearts.” 

 

Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and others bowed one after another, this is a mortal situation! 

 

“It’s alright, early death and early death, let me go to sleep.” Fei Yang is not good at facing such a thing, 

he smiled and walked back to the tent. He didn’t even ask Lu Yang about his family, because he knew Lu 

Yang will take good care of it! 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 2491: Dragon orcs arrive 

  

The next morning. 

 

Fei Yang woke up as usual. He had forgotten what happened last night. In this fantasy, he upheld the 

oath of loyalty to the human race and communicated and lived with Cao Li and others. 

 

They will talk about the greatness of the dragon and beast gods together, and they will talk about the 

concept of human race transformation in the future, and even they will talk about how to punish the 

newly-rising high-level cultivators who looked down on them before. 

 

The seven people including Cao Li and Fang Zhi were completely immersed in their own fantasies, their 

spirits were always in a state of extreme comfort, and they could not perceive any changes in the 

outside world. 

 

Under such circumstances, five days passed quickly, and in the early morning of the sixth day, on the 

Hulunbuir prairie outside Bandarsburg. 

 

Purple-red dark clouds suddenly filled the entire sky, and countless space-time fissures were smashed by 

the violent source energy at this moment. 

 

Centered on the twisted time and space, dense black cracks appeared in the sky and surrounding areas, 

swaying in the wind like the tentacles of a jellyfish. 

 

The twisted time and space at this time has also changed completely, and the red-red source energy 

rushes out of the space-time channel frantically. At this point, the time-space channel between the 

different world and the earth is once again penetrated by the source energy! 

 

“Earth, the human world, our dragon beasts are here!” There was an excited roar from the space-time 

channel. 

 



Lu Yang knew that the advance troops of the dragon beasts would arrive soon. He entered the palace of 

Bandarsburg and said to Balha, who was sitting on the top floor of the castle casting spells, “Remove the 

spells.” 

 

Balha nodded and said in a low voice, “Open!” 

 

Fei Yang, Cao Li and the others instantly lifted the illusion, but they didn’t feel any difference at all, 

because the illusion created by Balha was exactly the same as the outside world. 

 

Since the appearance of the red mist, they have been kneeling a kilometer away in front of the twisted 

time and space. When they heard the roar of the advance team of the Dragon Beast Race, they were 

even more excited to hit the ground with their heads, and they kept shouting: “God Ah, please show up 

quickly, your followers are calling you devoutly!” 

 

… 

 

The sound of prayer resounded through the grassland, and was transmitted back to the side of the 

dragon beast through the channel. Listening to this pious call, coupled with the fact that the rings on 

Cao Li and the others did not return the slightest abnormal state, the dragon beast The pioneer officer 

of the clan – the demigod dragon orc Hailanka no longer cares about the words of the great elder Byrne. 

 

With an army of 100,000 king-order dragons and beasts, they rushed through the passage of time and 

space at full speed, and landed on the prairie in Bandarsburg with a purple-red light. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

When Hailanka saw the endless grassland around him, his excitement could not be concealed, and he 

shouted: “The whole army moves forward, and sets up defenses in the area one kilometer away, ready 

to meet the elders and the main force. Legion.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 



A team of dragon orcs, led by their captains, strode forward, each with a ferocious look of excitement on 

their faces. 

 

In this land, although the concentration of spiritual energy is not as strong as in another world, they feel 

unprecedented security in this land. 

 

Every dragon orc knows clearly that in the future, except for the three-faced people, ghost-faced people 

and other races who are also sent to fight with them, the original races on earth will not even have the 

strength to fight. 

 

Now they are the gods of this world! 

 

“You stay here and wait for the elders. I’ll go see those humans and ask them about the situation 

nearby.” Hailanka saw Cao Li and the others who were kneeling on the ground in the distance with a 

crazy face, and he explained to his adjutant. With a bang, he took big steps to the front of Cao Li and the 

others. 

 

“God, you’re finally here?” Cao Li saw the instep of Hailanka, raised his head and saw that Hailanka was 

nearly five meters tall. In an instant, the panic in his heart made him unable to utter a word. 

 

Fang Zhi and others were even more useless. They didn’t even dare to raise their heads to look at 

Hailanka. They just slammed their heads on the ground while shaking their whole body, waiting for 

Hailanka’s lecture, which caused the ring to emit a harsh alarm sound. 

 

“What happened ahead?” An angry roar came from the twisted time and space, which was from the 

Great Elder Byrne. 

 

The corner of Hailanka’s mouth showed a sinister smile. He looked back at the twisted time and space, 

and bundled his voice into a line, and said, “Father, it was these waste people who saw me and were too 

scared. It’s very safe here. Please bring me with you. The Legion moved quickly.” 

 

“I’m here.” Byrne was still in the dragon beast camp in another world, and there was another world 

**** beside him to guide him. He didn’t dare to talk too much, and he sent a message back to the 

twisted time and space and looked in front of him. The next god, said respectfully: “Please tell His Royal 



Highness the king, all the dragon beasts are his most loyal servants, and we will go all out to regain the 

spirit of the old god.” 

 

“What you have to do is not to go all out, but to take it back.” The lower god’s head was similar to a 

two-headed snake, and he said sharply to Byrne in a low voice. 

 

“Yes.” Byrne hurriedly knelt on the ground and kowtowed to show his loyalty. 

 

“Go, the king of gods is waiting for your triumph.” The lower **** of the double-headed snake said 

loudly. 

 

“Yes.” Byrne kowtowed again, bowed his waist and humbly flew back to the outside of the camp a few 

hundred meters away, where 900,000 middle-aged people wearing heavy armor were waiting there. 

 

Byrne looked at all the clansmen, waved his hands and said loudly: “God has given his will, all the 

clansmen obey my order and attack the human world~! Rush into the twisted time and space~!” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

More than 900,000 dragon orcs waved their weapons and shouted loudly, leading the head of each 

legion to jump into the twisted time and space. 

 

Byrne couldn’t wait any longer, he also jumped in, but the moment he entered and twisted the time and 

space, all the humility on his face disappeared, replaced by extreme arrogance and arrogance! 

 

In the red moon night, the speed of teleportation through twisted time and space is extremely fast, and 

it only takes an instant to reach the human world. Moreover, this is a one-way teleportation that cannot 

be returned. There is a more important point, that is, the lower gods cannot enter! 

 

From then on, Byrne is the strongest person in this world. From now on, there will be no lower gods to 

control them, and no middle gods to threaten them. There is no need to worry about which upper gods 

will not serve them well and will be punished. He killed the entire clan in one thought! 

 



“Dragon orcs, the glorious time has come.” Byrne appeared in the space of Bandarsburg with a red light. 

 

As soon as he landed, a crimson light appeared from his body, and U seemed to be deformed. The form 

of a dragon orc turned into a black dragon with a length of 100 meters! 

 

“Roar~!” Byrne roared up to the sky, his fierce eyes shining with the light of Sen Han, staring at Fei Yang 

and Cao Li who were kneeling in the distance, and said, “Tell me, Lu Yang and the main force of the 

Jagged Brotherhood are in where?” 

 

Fei Yang was stunned, he stared blankly at the black dragon in the sky, and stammered: “What, what are 

you going to do?” 

 

“Of course he killed Lu Yang and his men?” Byrne was in a rare good mood and was willing to answer Fei 

Yang’s question. 

 

However, Fei Yang realized that at the moment before his death, his head was very empty. Seeing that 

in the portal of Bandarsburg, the legions of the dragon beasts kept jumping out, which represented the 

dragon Orcs and a large number of clansmen have not been sent over. 

 

This is Bandarsburg, not the Hulunbuir prairie. Feiyang couldn’t take Byrne to Daqinggou at all, but as 

long as he said a word, he would be exposed immediately. 

 

Although the distortion of time and space is irreversible, as a **** race like Baien who works for the 

gods, there must be special time and space treasures that can be teleported in reverse. Otherwise, 

Baien has the old god’s heart, how to send it back? ? 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2492: 1 death 

  



There is only one way in front of Fei Yang now, and that is to delay the time and let as many dragons and 

beasts teleport as much as possible, and at the same time, not be discovered by Byrne. 

 

“Who are you? Where is Lord Dragon Beast God? I need to meet him first.” Fei Yang deliberately 

pretended not to hear Byne’s voice. 

 

“Oh?” Byrne flapped his wings, and the 100-meter-long dragon body seemed to be floating and flew 

above Fei Yang’s head. He lowered his head and stared at Fei Yang and asked, “What are you doing with 

him?” 

 

Fei Yang pretended to be wronged and said, “God promised me that when he comes, he will make me a 

king. This is God’s gift to me.” 

 

Byrne was in a particularly good mood. He shot a ray of light from his right hand, and a large amount of 

source energy was instilled into Feiyang’s body. In just a few minutes, Byrne went from being a second-

level mage to being promoted to the king rank! 

 

“I-I actually became a king rank?” Fei Yang was shocked, looked at Byrne and said, “How is this possible, 

this is a miracle, you are Lord Dragon Beast God, thank you Lord Dragon Beast God , Thank you, Lord 

Dragon Beast God!” 

 

Fei Yang kowtowed like pounding garlic, but at the same time, he kept stabbing Cao Li, Fang Zhi and the 

others around him. These people suddenly reacted and hurriedly followed Fei Yang and prayed loudly. 

 

Byrne was not in the slightest embarrassment, and his hands shone with brilliance, allowing Fang Zhi 

and the others to be promoted to the king rank one by one! 

 

“My servant, you can show me the way now.” Byrne said proudly looking at Fang Zhi and the others. 

 

“Okay, here we are…” Fang Zhi was about to lead the way, but was stopped by Fei Yang, he said loudly, 

“Lord Dragon and Beast God, I have one more thing I want to discuss with you.” 

 

“Huh?” Byrne was a little unhappy, frowned and said, “Do you want to discuss with me?” 



 

“That’s right, I want to discuss the human problem with you. Now that you are here, I need you to say it 

again in person. Your opinion on the future destiny of human beings. If you choose to slaughter all 

human beings, I would rather let you take this back. With all the divine power, I don’t want to be this 

king-level powerhouse.” Fei Yang said loudly. 

 

Cao Li, Fang Zhi and the others were all frightened and dumbfounded. They looked at Fei Yang blankly. 

They didn’t understand, where did Fei Yang have the courage to talk to a **** like this! 

 

Byrne snorted coldly and said with a playful expression, “What do you think I should do?” 

 

This is what Fei Yang is waiting for. In order to delay time, he has quickly made up a set of rhetoric, from 

the dragon beasts occupying the grasslands, to making humans into slaves, to how to let humans fight 

for them, and to human beings. The planning of the world, as a perennial superior, he said that this kind 

of thing would not be the same for three days and three nights. 

 

Byrne didn’t take it seriously at first, but when Fei Yang talked about how to better reproduce the race 

and how to ensure a sufficient food supply, Byrne reacted. When he was planning for the race, he forgot 

one thing. One thing, that is how to ensure adequate food! 

 

What Fei Yang said was a supplement to Byrne’s plan, which made him listen carefully, and the entire 

dragon body was suspended in mid-air. 

 

One hour 

 

two hours 

 

Three hours 

 

… 

 



Five hours later, when all the millions of people from the dragon beast clan were teleported into the 

Bandarsburg space, Hylenka couldn’t help but walked closer, interrupted Fei Yang’s words, and said to 

Byrne, “Father, All the tribesmen have arrived, and the Dragon Armor is ready for battle.” 

 

“Hmm~!” Byrne looked back, only to find that his clansmen were already densely scattered around the 

twisted time and space, occupying hundreds of square kilometers of land. 

 

“Human, your ingenuity makes me very satisfied. I will allow you to follow me in the future. Now tell me 

where Lu Yang is. His life should come to an end.” Byrne said solemnly. 

 

Fei Yang did not answer Byrne’s words, but took out the intercom, confirmed the direction, turned to 

the northwest, and hummed a small tune. 

 

“Climb the peak and look at the hometown, the yellow sand is thousands of miles long!” 

 

“Where is the camel bell, the sound is knocking on the heart!” 

 

“I look forward to embarking on the road of missing and flying through the mountains for thousands of 

miles!” 

 

“The sky returns to Yan Ying Ying Xia, where is the township!” 

 

“Blood and tears cannot be wiped away by the sandstorm, the bloodstains of history!” 

 

“Wind sand…” 

 

… 

 

Fei Yang, a native of the Northwest, the highest chief executive of the East China Sea, now he chose to 

die, but even if he did, he would have to face the Northwest and die! 

 



Cao Li heard the question in the song, stared at Fei Yang in horror, and roared, “Fei Yang, what are you 

doing? What are you doing? Quickly answer the words of His Highness the Dragon and Beast God.” 

 

Fei Yang glanced at him contemptuously, raised his head and squinted to look at Byrne in the sky, and 

said, “I never thought that I would be admired by a **** from another world. I’m really flattered, but 

unfortunately, my resourcefulness is in the This chaotic world is useless, and there are smarter and 

stronger people to replace me and serve as the server of the Chinese nation, Lu Yang, if you haven’t 

come out yet, what are you waiting for!” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

Byrne was dumbfounded, Hailanka was dumbfounded, Fang Zhi, Cao Li, and others were even more 

terrified and stayed in place. Everyone looked at Fei Yang in disbelief. At this moment, the warped 

space-time that continuously spewed red mist disappeared, which meant that Lu Yang had closed the 

space of Bandarsburg to the outside world. 

 

A violent aura rose from the east, U Byrne turned his head in shock, but happened to see a human being 

with a pair of blue wings on his back, flying towards him. come over. 

 

“Fei Yang, you actually deceived us!” Hailanka raised the giant fork in his hand angrily, but when he was 

about to kill Fei Yang, Byrne shouted: “Slow, grab him, This person may be the condition.” 

 

“If you want to catch me, don’t even think about it!” Fei Yang had been hiding a packet of scorpion’s 

poison in his mouth, which was concentrated and could kill even Wang Jie. He bit through the venom 

capsule in his back molars. Drank the poisonous juice. 

 

Byrne stared blankly at Fei Yang, who fell to the ground and vomited blood and died. In his world, he 

couldn’t understand why humans could sacrifice their lives to help others, and growled, “What is this 

idiot doing? Why does he do this? Do?” 

 

“Because he is a prophet among human beings, an elder with great wisdom and a big mind.” Lu Yang 

stopped 50 meters in front of Byrne, and said with cold eyes: “Dragon Beast Race, Let’s be buried.” 

 



As soon as the words fell, Lu Yang activated all the flame energy gathering formations in Bandarsburg. In 

an instant, the entire castle made a deafening explosion. The dazzling red firelight and the smoke and 

dust all over the sky made people unable to see anything clearly! 

 

Chapter 2493: 00,000 funeral 

  

“Ah~!” 

 

“My arm!” 

 

“My legs~!” 

 

… 

 

The screams came after the explosion. Whether it was the ordinary shield armour of the dragon beast 

clan or the elite star spirit armour, they were all seriously injured during this wave of attacks, but this 

was only when the flame energy gathering array was turned on. The shock wave generated by the 

instantaneous eruption of a thousand times the flame energy is compressed inside, and the real attack 

has just begun. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

The whole world in Bandarsburg began to gradually turn red, and at the same time, the high 

temperature of more than 12,000 degrees filled this space. 

 

Every one of the millions of dragon orcs is in such a high temperature. No matter how they activate the 

magic power in their bodies, they cannot resist such a high temperature. 

 

“Damn human, I’m going to kill you.” Byrne rushed out of the smoke and dust in the sky and slammed 

into Lu Yang’s body. There were three sharp horns on his dragon head, which were glowing with black 

light. 

 



Lu Yang sneered and didn’t dodge, letting Byrne collide with his body, but in an instant, his body 

exploded with a bang, and the blood-red flames fell like a goddess scattered flowers. 

 

Byrne didn’t expect that what he hit was not Lu Yang’s body, his blown head buzzed, and he woke up in 

an instant, but when he was looking for Lu Yang, his eyes widened in horror. . 

 

Because, the blood-red flames produced when Lu Yang’s clone exploded did not dissipate due to the 

exhaustion of energy. Instead, after encountering the flames in the surrounding space, they 

reassembled to form fire dragons that shuttled back and forth among his clansmen. 

 

Every dragon orc that was hit by a blood-red fire dragon turned into blood-red crystals before they could 

scream in agony. How could the long-history dragon beast elder Bairn not see this situation? clear. 

 

“Blood flame? Damn it, how could you have a blood flame, Lu Yang, get out of here, I’m going to duel 

with you.” Byrne roared wildly in the sky. 

 

“Single-out? A quasi-god versus a demigod?” In the middle of the sky, a flame formed Lu Yang’s body, 

and he stood 10 meters in front of Byrne, with a sarcastic smile on his face, said: “Also He is really a 

great elder of the dragon beast clan with supreme glory.” 

 

“Death to me~!” Byrne opened his huge mouth furiously, and the black dragon breath instantly drowned 

Lu Yang’s body, but the next second, above the dragon breath, Lu Yang’s body formed again. 

 

This is the power of having space. As long as the rank is not too different, once you enter the space 

inside the opponent’s body, it is no different from being sent to death. 

 

After Lu Yang relied on the help of the Blazing Demon God and found a few connection points between 

the space and the phoenix soul, he could release such a spell. 

 

Relying on the tail of the phoenix soul to connect with Bandarsburg, he can release energy at any time, 

transform his body in this space, and even he can energize himself and appear anywhere in the space at 

any time. 

 



“Byrne, because of you and your clan, I lost an important friend and brother. Your million people, let 

him be buried with him.” Lu Yang’s voice was cold. 

 

next second. 

 

Lu Yang’s body changed from empty to solid, and his body changed to a size of 100 meters. Two huge 

double-headed bird warhammers swung round and smashed towards Byrne’s head at the same time. 

 

Byrne was deceived by Lu Yang’s move from falsehood to reality, and the hammer was about to fall 

before he could react, but it was too late for him to escape, and a black shield appeared on his head. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

Two hammers hit the black shield one after another, directly smashing the shield into pieces, but Lu 

Yang’s strength was also exhausted. Byrne took advantage of this momentary gap, the hundred-meter-

long dragon body disappeared in place and appeared in the In mid-air 100 meters away, at the same 

time, he turned into a third form. 

 

Compared with the first dragon orc body and the second dragon form, the third form is a dragon-like orc 

with sharp wings on the back, 100 meters high, but his tail is particularly long, like a whip. 

 

Lu Yang looked at it carefully and said, “This means that your wings and tail can both participate in the 

attack, right?” 

 

“Guess what?” Byrne’s eyes were cunning, and there was a smirk at the corner of his mouth. The sharp 

fangs made people look terrified. Two black long swords appeared in his hand, each with a slight arc, 

flashing on it. With the light of Senhan. 

 

“Be careful, he is holding a dragon tooth, which is the sharpest tooth of the lower dragon orc. Your two-

headed bird warhammer can’t withstand the attack of the dragon tooth.” The Blazing Demon God 

reminded in consciousness. 



 

Lu Yang smiled, put away the double-headed bird warhammer, stared at Byrne and said, “You still have 

to use magic to kill you.” 

 

“Do you think you can do it?” Byrne flapped his wings and appeared in front of Lu Yang in an instant, 

with the double swords of dragon teeth stabbing towards Lu Yang’s abdomen at the same time. 

 

“Why not?” Lu Yang launched the great nirvana technique, slammed into it with the double swords of 

the dragon teeth, and hit the **** with a demigod. He is still a great elder of the dragon beast clan with 

a long history and racial heritage. Effective. 

 

“boom” 

 

Lu Yang blew himself up, absorbing the power from Byrne’s piercing. In an instant, he re-condensed his 

body, his strength increased by 30%, and rammed towards Byrne again. 

 

This was a battle plan that Lu Yang had negotiated with the Blazing Demon God before. According to the 

Blazing Demon God’s understanding of the Dragon Beast Clan, this was a race that did not rely on magic 

power, but only on talent and the Temple of War cultivation technique. 

 

This meant that Lu Yang had learned the ancient god’s strongest move, the Doomsday Flame, in the 

underground palace of the Dark Demon, which was ineffective against him. 

 

The Doomsday flame is to disturb the magic power in the opponent’s body, so that the magic cannot be 

used, but the dragon beast family does not use magic by nature, and they have strong resistance to 

magic with the dragon scales and dragon skin all over their bodies, so Lu Yang Only the Great Nirvana 

and a few attacking spells are left to be effective. 

 

But even the damage of the Great Nirvana Technique, hitting Bairn’s dragon scale, the damage caused is 

less than one-tenth of the original power. 

 

“Trick of the eagle, is this your strongest move? It seems that the remaining strength of the Blazing 

Demon God is nothing more than that.” Byrne didn’t care about such tickling damage at all. Yang’s body 

penetrated. 



 

“Boom~!” 

 

Lu Yang exploded again, and in the midst of the flames, Byrne stood proudly in the air, sneered with his 

tail and said, “If you only have such a trick, then your death is now.” 

 

A small black mirror appeared in Byrne’s hand. Just as Lu Yang reorganized his body and slammed into 

him again, Byrne blocked the mirror in front of him. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

Lu Yang exploded for the third time, but this time his soul was almost blown to pieces by himself, and he 

didn’t absorb any of Byrne’s power. 

 

In a trance, Lu Yang’s body reorganized in the air. He looked at Byrne in shock and said, “What weapon 

are you?” 

 

“Purple Gold Refractive Shield~!” Byrne sneered and approached Lu Yang. His clansmen were dying 

tragically. Lu Yang must be controlled as soon as possible to find a way to break through this space. 

 

“In the ancient times of our world, there were many gods who possessed a practice like yours. One of 

them killed one of our patriarchs with such a practice. For this reason, our clan searched hard and finally 

found this. It took me several years to forge this shield with nine treasures such as ninth-order purple 

gold, dragon skull, arcane ashes, etc. Every time you explode, it will be reflected back by me with this 

shield. If you borrow any power here, die.” Byrne was less than 50 meters away from Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Byrne with a smile. He had to admit that the heritage of the gods is powerful. He even 

has such treasures against ancient gods’ spells, but he also has the means to restrain the opponent’s 

treasures. He asked, “You treasure. What grade is it?” 

 

“Lower **** level, but this is enough to deal with you.” Byrne said with a sneer. 

 

“Then try my trick.” Lu Yang rushed towards Byrne and slapped Byne’s shield with his right hand. 



 

Byrne was a little confused by Lu Yang’s attack method. He didn’t move, but Lu Yang hit him on his 

shield. , said: “What are you? You admit defeat?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Look at your shield.” 

 

Byrne frowned and glanced from the corner of his eye. In an instant, his face showed a look of horror, 

because there was actually a white flame on his shield, and in the center of the flame, it took several 

years to get a single flame. An arcane ashes arranged and combined with a magic array actually fell off 

naturally. 

 

“Damn, what is this?” Byrne hurriedly slapped the flame with his hand, but unfortunately, it was 

inextinguishable, the flame burned rapidly, and it took 10 seconds for the Zijin Refractive Shield to be 

burned back by the Jingshi Tianhuo. In its original state, all the materials fell to the ground. Just like what 

Byrne said, it was made of purple gold, dragon skulls and other things. 

 

Seeing this scene, Lu Yang couldn’t help but secretly clenched his fists. This was the first time he used 

Jingshi Tianhuo. Before, he just heard the Demon God of Blazing Flames say how powerful it is. The 

effect, the divine weapon of the lower **** level, was actually restored to the material by his palm! 

 

“Byrne, what treasures do you still have? I’ll help you restore them together. If you don’t have them, 

prepare to die.” Lu Yang turned into a flame and rammed towards Byrne again. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2494: Artifacts appear freque... 

  

It’s not that Bairn has no treasures, but the treasure in his hand is only a purple-gold refraction shield 

that can reflect spells. Facing Lu Yang’s attack, Bairn doesn’t really care, but the lower-level god-level 

treasure in his hand is broken down. Byrne fell into a panic. 

 



“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang slammed into Byrne six times in a row in an instant, knocking him backwards in the air. It was 

not until the seventh time that Byrne was awakened by the screams of the people below. 

 

“Father, what are you doing? Kill him.” Hiranka yelled. 

 

Byrne looked down, Hailanka and a group of quasi-god-level elders opened a huge barrier to protect 

some of the elite dragon orcs. In this barrier, the red flames could not burn them However, the high 

temperature is still scorching their bodies, and the clansmen outside the enchantment are still being 

burned into source soul crystals by the red flames. 

 

“Lu Yang, I must kill you.” Byrne was furious. This is all the strong people in his clan, and now at least 

one-tenth of them have been burned to death. 

 

A sharp black long stick emerged from Byrne’s hand, and he smashed towards Lu Yang’s body. 

 

“boom” 

 

Lu Yang’s body was smashed to pieces, the expected explosion did not appear, but all the energy was 

sucked away by the long stick. 

 

The light flickered. 

 



Lu Yang’s body appeared 100 meters away in front of Byrne, stared at the long stick in his hand and said, 

“What weapon is this?” 

 

“Guess what?” Byrne handed the stick to the tail control and hid it behind him, and pulled out the 

dragon tooth sword with both hands. He didn’t dare to fight with the stick. He was afraid that Lu Yang 

would slap his stick again and slap his stick. Also restored. 

 

The only thing Byrne can do now is to rely on his strong physical fitness to fight Lu Yang up close. Once 

Lu Yang releases the Great Nirvana Technique, he will **** all the energy away with the stick in his 

hand. Heavenly fire, he resisted with his body. 

 

Although the Great Nirvana Technique is a spell, it is internally supported by spiritual power. Once Lu 

Yang’s spiritual power is exhausted, he cannot use this trick. The spirit attached to it is sucked away. 

 

Such an idea is good, but what Byrne doesn’t know is that Lu Yang can not only create a pure world fire 

in his hands, but also control the white sun in the sky to release a large amount of pure world fire, but 

he did not do this, but Looking at Byrne with a smile, he said, “Since you have such a weapon, then I 

can’t fight with you. You can play by yourself, and I will slaughter your clan.” 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang turned into the form of a phoenix, and with a long whistle, his wings fanned a large piece of red 

flames and rushed towards the group of warriors of the dragon beast tribe who were not protected by 

enchantments. 

 

The dragon orc big shield warrior, who had been struggling to support in the flames, could no longer 

hold the metal shield in his hand. He threw down the shield and ran wildly. turned into a blood-red 

crystal. 

 

“Roar~!” Byrne roared furiously. What he was most afraid of was what he looked like now, chasing after 

Lu Yang with the Dragon Tooth Two-handed Sword in hand. 

 

But what is Lu Yang’s soul? It is the fastest undead bird in the world. Not to mention that Byrne is not a 

real giant dragon. Even if a very giant dragon comes, it will not be able to catch up with Lu Yang’s speed. 



 

Seeing that he couldn’t catch up, Byrne angrily took out another black crystal bottle and threw it at Lu 

Yang. 

 

“Hurry up, that’s the spirit bottle. Once you get hit, your real body will be controlled within the bounds 

of the spirit bottle,” the Blazing Demon God reminded. 

 

Lu Yang also felt the extraordinaryness of this bottle. As he was about to escape, his soul instantly 

dissipated in the sky and the earth, leaving only the body of a phoenix flying in the air. 

 

“Ding~~~!” 

 

The black crystal bottle smashed on the body of the phoenix, and the next second, with the bottle as the 

center, the surrounding space within 100 meters was locked. 

 

Byrne looked at Lu Yang with a grin and said, “Now you surrender and let all my clansmen leave, and I 

can spare your life, otherwise, I will stab you alive.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the space inside the bottle and said with a smile, “You can try it. Even if I die today, I 

won’t let one of your clansmen leave. You should prepare to be buried with all your clansmen.” 

 

“I killed you.” Byrne was enraged, rushed into the crystal bottle space, and stabbed Lu Yang’s body with 

his double swords. 

 

“Pfft~!” 

 

Lu Yang’s body was pierced, but in the next second, Lu Yang’s entire body swelled up. Just as it was 

about to explode, Byrne realized that this was another clone of Lu Yang, with a black tail controlled by 

his tail. The stick smashed towards Lu Yang’s body. 

 

Just when Byrne had a hideous smile on his face, thinking that Lu Yang’s mental power had been sucked 

away again, Byrne was horrified to find that the black stick in his hand had passed through Lu Yang’s 

body. 



 

Lu Yang didn’t blow himself up! It was just a flame shell! 

 

“I’m here.” Lu Yang appeared in front of Byrne out of thin air, and with his hands, he accurately slapped 

the black stick with the pure world fire. 

 

In an instant, the black stick also shattered, and not only that, Lu Yang hit the barrier of the black crystal 

bottle with both hands, and the barrier burned, and even the entire crystal bottle was broken apart and 

fell to the ground. ! 

 

“It’s a pity, do you still have any treasures?” Lu Yang said with a tsk tsk. 

 

Byrne was already stunned. He didn’t expect that the time-space treasure bottle made of almost the 

entire black magic crystal would be reduced to a pile of fragments in the burning of the pure world fire 

because it was doped with other substances. 

 

“How can this happen, how can this happen?” Byrne was stunned, and the last weapon that could 

restrain Lu Yang was gone. 

 

“Father, try to find a way to kill him, we can’t hold it anymore.” Hylenka’s cry for help came from the 

ground. 

 

Byrne suddenly came to his senses, he knew that the only way to defeat Lu Yang now was to fight his 

mental power and his flame resistance. Byrne’s skin couldn’t withstand Lu Yang’s flame damage, and 

was killed by Lu Yang first. 

 

“Bless the patriarchs of the dragon beast clan, Lu Yang, I believe that your skin and scales are strong 

enough, but I don’t believe that your spiritual power is stronger than mine, so let me die!” Byrne took 

the initiative to welcome Lu Yang rushed up and stabbed Lu Yang’s body with his two swords. 

 

What Lu Yang hopes most is to compete with Byrne like this, launch the Great Nirvana Technique, and 

take the initiative to bump into it. In an instant, the sky of Bandarsburg emits a brilliant red light again. 

 



once 

 

twice 

 

three times 

 

… 

 

A hundred times in a row, Lu Yang discovered a problem with the Great Nirvana Technique during such 

crazy collisions, that is, this spell has an upper limit of its power. 

 

The maximum flame temperature and explosive power can only be increased to 20 times, and the next 

impact will not increase the flame damage. If Lu Yang wants to forcibly increase, the body created by his 

Great Nirvana will be unable to withstand it. The damage is sustained and collapses directly. 

 

Byrne also discovered this problem, but at this time, Byrne was no longer the proud and honorable he 

had just started. At least seven scales on his body were blown to pieces, and his face was even more 

charred. Obviously , the top layer of the skin on his face was roasted. 

 

Chapter 2495: Behead Byrne 

  

Lu Yang’s state was not very good either. Such a violent attack caused his mental power to drain rapidly, 

and only half of his heyday remained, but he pretended to be full of mental power on the surface, ready 

to launch the 100th an attack. 

 

Fortunately, Byrne has no armor. The dragon orc family mainly cultivates themselves, and uses scales to 

deal with the enemy’s attack. Such a long-term practice will make the scales of the whole body harder 

and harder, but now facing the battle of life and death, Byrne But it suffered a big loss because there 

was no artifact-level armor. 

 

“Lu Yang, don’t fight anymore, you’re approaching your limit, I don’t want to break the net with you, let 

me and my clan go away, and offer your terms.” Byrne stared at Lu Yang and roared. 

 



If it wasn’t for Byrne, he would never have done it. In his heart, he still refused to accept Lu Yang. As 

long as he could leave alive, he would definitely seek revenge for Lu Yang. Even if he couldn’t kill him, he 

would kill him. Light the entire human race, in return for today’s humiliation! 

 

Lu Yang stared at Byrne with a sneer on his face, and said, “Do you think I will believe what you say? Die, 

and bury it in my space with your clan.” 

 

He raised his mental power and slammed into the place where Byrne’s scales were broken again. This 

part is Byrne’s weakness. As long as the flame energy is sent in, Byrne will be seriously injured if he 

doesn’t die! 

 

On the other hand, Lu Yang is gambling. He is gambling on the nature of the dragon orc race. Under 

their selfish nature, once Byrne feels the threat of death, he will run for his life. 

 

If Byrne used the teleportation artifact given to him by the **** of the other world, Lu Yang would 

destroy it with the pure world fire, so as to avoid future troubles forever. 

 

“You lunatic, do you think I don’t know that your mental power is expensive? Are you sure you can kill 

me?” Byrne can’t avoid Lu Yang’s attack now, and can only use different parts of his arm to defend The 

explosion damage from Lu Yang’s collision. 

 

The ultra-high power brought ultra-high speed, and Lu Yang was like a cannonball, hitting Byrne’s body 

again and again. 

 

“For the sake of the entire human race, I can die with you.” 

 

“I am immortal and immortal. I have the soul of an immortal bird, do you have one?” 

 

“Even if I die, I can be resurrected, can you do it?” 

 

“I want to see how you can withstand my self-destruction attack.” 

 



… 

 

Lu Yang used words to coerce Byne while he bumped into it. He was telling the truth, and Byrne could 

see it, but the more this was the case, the more afraid Byne became. 

 

Lu Yang’s death-defying is well-known in the whole other world. Every other world race that invaded the 

East China Sea was slaughtered by him and the warriors of the Iron Brothers Alliance. Even if they died, 

they would try their best. to protect those ordinary people. 

 

This is different from the law of survival in another world. In another world, only the old, the weak, the 

sick and the disabled will be sent out to die. Strong clansmen will always take their own interests as the 

first principle, and gather a large number of clansmen around them to form Your own battle team, the 

weak will never be protected by the strong with their lives. 

 

“Ah~!” Byrne was distracted, he didn’t notice that the scales on his wrists were badly damaged. In Lu 

Yang’s another impact, the whole scales were blown away, and the flesh and bones inside were also 

blown up. Half off. 

 

The severe pain made Byrne wake up again. He knew that he couldn’t beat Lu Yang. All the artifacts 

would be destroyed by Jingshi Tianhuo in front of Lu Yang. If he stayed, he would die, and fleeing was 

the only way to survive. 

 

As for the tribe and sons, he can’t take care of them anymore. Anyway, the dragon beasts are not only 

theirs. He can go to other dragon beast races to be an elder, and he can remarry and have sons. These 

are not important, only him You are the most important thing. 

 

“Lu Yang, you forced me to show you my strongest attack.” Byrne roared, his body suddenly burst into a 

blazing light. 

 

Lu Yang clearly felt that Byrne’s tricks were not right, because any physical attack of Byrne was 

ineffective against him, but now Byrne has condensed all his mental power, as if he was going to use a 

special skill. 

 



“It’s definitely going to run.” Lu Yang sneered, and took the initiative to stop attacking and retreated 100 

meters away. At the same time, he used his spiritual sense to control the white sun in the sky and aimed 

at Byrne. 

 

Blazing Demon God and Lu Yang said that, except for the Void God King and a few ancient space 

artifacts, all other space artifacts require time to prepare, even if the time is 1 second, it still needs to be 

prepared. 

 

Lu Yang is confident. After fighting for so long, he has deceived Byrne, making the other party think that 

his Jingshi Tianhuo can only be released from the palm of his hand. In fact, Lu Yang is the white sun that 

can control the sky and directly release Jingshi. Heavenly fire. 

 

Now as long as Byrne dares to take it out, he can instantly let the white sun release a pure world fire 

attack, it depends on whether Byrne will be fooled. 

 

the other side. 

 

Byrne was also thinking. Before, every time Lu Yang released Jingshi Tianhuo, it was released from the 

palm of his hand. Now that Lu Yang is forced back a distance of 100 meters, it is only 1 second of 

activation time, which should be enough. 

 

“Lu Yang, wait for me, and I’ll come back again.” Byrne threw out two dragon-tooth swords with a flick 

of his hands in anger. At the same time, a black hole appeared out of thin air on the tip of Byrne’s tail. , a 

black box flew out. 

 

“Pure World Fire” 

 

Lu Yang let the two dragon tooth swords pierce his body. U mental force controlled the white sun to 

drop a 50-meter-diameter pure fire, which not only enveloped Byrne’s body, but also Restored the black 

box to a pile of void spar and dark dust. 

 

“Ah~!” Byrne screamed again. This teleportation artifact is at the level of a high-level god. If Byne, the 

quasi-god, wants to open it, he will drain all his mental power, but when he opens it, the teleportation 



artifact is blocked. The net world fire was destroyed, but his huge spiritual power was sucked up by the 

teleportation array. 

 

The three most important things for a cultivator are mental power, magic power and spells. Even if 

Byrne cultivates his body, once his mental power is exhausted, he will fall into extreme weakness. This 

weakness makes him even raise his arms and maintain it. Without the ability to fly, he smashed down 

toward the ground like a head-on-head. 

 

Lu Yang had been waiting for this opportunity. He pulled out the giant sword that the Earth Demon God 

had turned into, and slashed it hard. The black blade of light slashed out, dividing Byrne’s body in two. 

At the same time, he cut the ground Shanghai Lanka and one The barrier held up by the elders was 

shattered by Pi. 

 

In an instant, Lu Yang’s magic power was also evacuated, his body quickly shattered, and his soul 

returned to the castle of Bandarsburg, looking at the turbid wine and the white lions around him, and 

said: “It’s done, Byrne was taken I killed it.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2496: Countless treasures 

  

“That’s great~!” The dangling hearts of Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the others finally let go, and they all grabbed 

Lu Yang and cheered excitedly. 

 

Byrne is dead, and no one of the dragon beasts can escape to report the news. In this way, the death of 

the entire dragon beasts, whether it is the gods of other worlds, or the traditional three-faced and 

ghost-faced people in this world. When the races don’t know about it, they will only wonder if the 

dragon beasts have defected. 

 

“Monitor the outside, I will recover my body, the war with Byrne has taken a lot of damage to me.” Lu 

Yang already had a splitting headache, and his mental energy was exhausted so much that his body 

couldn’t take it anymore, so he hurriedly sat on the ground to cultivate. up. 



 

One hour 

 

two hours 

 

Three hours 

 

… 

 

Six full hours passed before Lu Yang finally opened his eyes, and the spirit flew outside the castle of 

Bandarsburg again, but when he looked around, except for the strongest 8 elders and Byrne’s son. 

Hailanka is still holding a barrier with both hands to the sky, and the other millions of dragon beast 

warriors are all dead! 

 

“Lu Yang, you slaughter my entire clan, I’m going to kill you~!” Hailanka roared as she stared at Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang sneered, stared at Hailanka and said, “If you let your million people descend on the grasslands 

successfully today, the 20 million people in my East China Sea will die. Why speak in such a resentful 

tone, we They just did what they wanted to do.” 

 

“You bunch of weak reptiles, **** you~!” Hailanka was speechless by Lu Yang, and could only use this 

excuse to roar. 

 

“Unfortunately, now this reptile has been replaced by you, accompany your father and your clan to die 

together.” Lu Yang used the Great Nirvana technique and rammed towards Hailanka and the other eight 

elders. 

 

“boom” 

 

Hailanka and the eight elders were already in a state of running out of fuel, and they were all blown 

away by Lu Yang’s impact, lying on the ground unable to move. 

 



Without the slightest hesitation, Lu Yang continued to use the Great Nirvana technique, blasting 

Hailanka and the eight elders over and over again, until they shattered their bodies, he quickly released 

red flames, and burned them into crystals before they grew. Take a breath. 

 

“Come out, all the enemies are dead, let’s see what treasures are in their suitcases.” Lu Yang opened the 

gate of Bandarsburg with his thoughts. 

 

“Come on.” Zhuojiu, Bai Shi, and the others rushed out excitedly and began to unpack the tens of 

thousands of packages that had been piled up near the elders. Malthus and the Blazing Demon God flew 

out and were responsible for identifying the level of each item. 

 

“The black crystal knife of the demigod order!” 

 

“The original soul of the demigod!” 

 

“There are also demigod-level water magic scrolls!” 

 

… 

 

Malthus read out various rare treasures such as top-level weapons, original soul crystals, and magic 

scrolls. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t believe that the Dragon Beast Race, the Protoss race, had accumulated so many 

treasures after accumulating thousands of years. 

 

There were dozens of people like Zhuojiu and Bai Shi, and it took three days without food or sleep to 

complete the inventory. In the end, after the statistics were completed, there were 12 lower-level god-

level origin souls. 

 

These 12 are the original souls formed by self-combustion after the death of the complete dragon orc 

lower gods. If such souls are digested, it will be enough for Lu Yang to be promoted from a demigod to a 

quasi-god, and it is even possible to attack the lower gods. 

 



If there is a lower **** in human beings, the races sent from the whole other world will no longer dare 

to conflict with human beings, because Lu Yang alone can destroy their entire clan. 

 

Among the remaining treasures, there are more than 1,000 original souls of quasi-gods and demigods, 

and more than 300,000 souls of monarchs. 

 

There are 17 weapons at the artifact level, 42 weapons at the quasi-god and demigod level, more than 

200,000 weapons at the monarch level, and 1.2 million weapons at the king level. 

 

There are more than 3 million magic crystals above the seventh order, and more than 6 million magic 

scrolls above the seventh order, including 118 dark crystals of the lower **** level, and an attack-type 

magic circle. , will form an enchantment with a diameter of five kilometers. Anyone who enters this 

enchantment will be attacked by the dark magic of the lower **** level. 

 

As for the other treasures, there are countless other treasures. Adding these things together, Lu Yang 

has only one feeling, that is, Lu Yang has only one feeling, that the human race in the East China Sea 

finally has a sense of security! 

 

“Take out all the magic crystals and let the brothers practice.” Lu Yang looked at Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the 

others, and said, “Including the brothers who have been scattered in major new cities, we are rich this 

time. Now, don’t leave any of them, and help them to cultivate.” 

 

“Yes.” Turbid wine, Bai Shi and others said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say, “After you guys are done, take your demigod-rank and quasi-god-rank source 

souls to practice in the Void Temple, and improve to demigod-rank strength as soon as possible.” 

 

“Yeah.” Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and others have never been so confident for a moment. They no longer need to 

go to the blood purgatory to plunder the body of the devil like Lu Yang. 

 

The turbid liquor will complete the basic fusion with the ancient holy spirit Malthus in the demigod 

stage, making the turbid liquor completely become a holy light body. 

 



The white lion uses the bloodline of Ghost Face Roar, which is the bloodline of the ancient Chaos Beast, 

and the exercises he learns are those of the Temple of War. As long as he continues to practice, sooner 

or later, he will become as powerful as Ghost Face Roar. 

 

Xia Yuwei practiced Void Magic. Zhou Tianming had already obtained the body of an extraterritorial 

demon, and he had even turned his body into a sword for half his life, so he didn’t need to find another 

chance. 

 

Immediately, everyone took action. After leaving Bandarsburg, U Zhuojiu and White Lion issued a 

summoning order for the Jagged Brotherhood on behalf of Lu Yang. More than 180,000 practitioners 

were summoned, plus With 10,000 people around, the combat members of the Jagged Brotherhood 

have reached 190,000. 

 

Apart from the 140,000 who were the original members, the other 50,000 were the latest batch of 

fighters who graduated from the academy. 

 

It’s not just them. Every year from now on, 50,000 to 100,000 cultivators will graduate and participate in 

the war. This is the benefit that Lu Yang will bring after saving 20 million young people in the East China 

Sea. 

 

Now that Lu Yang has so many cultivation resources, he can also satisfy these newly added members for 

cultivation. In a few years, Lu Yang will be able to form an army of 300,000 to 400,000 practitioners, 

sweeping the surrounding alien worlds. race too. 

 

“I don’t know about ghost-faced people and three-faced people. Give me this time.” Lu Yang didn’t 

relax. After he separated from Zhuojiu and the others, he flew in the direction of Hei Province. 

 

Now he is going to look for the other races that have been teleported. Lu Yang has been in touch with 

the three elves in Baishan City before, and they have been sending their tribesmen to the coordinates 

given by Fu Yun to monitor, but the sentries are all There is no return, and the strength of Sarah and 

others is only the lord rank, so he can only make a trip in person. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 2497: 2 clans meet 

  

three hours later. 

 

Hei Province, the Greater Xing’an Mountains area, Lu Yang sensed the breath of creatures from other 

worlds. He frowned when he saw the strange purple mist gushing out of the large virgin forest below. 

 

“Boy, this purple fog is called the Magic Demon Formation, and you will gradually lose yourself in it, and 

the lower gods may be tricked. These three-faced people have a bit of a way.” The Blazing Demon God 

said with a sneer. 

 

The result of losing oneself is to be invaded by inner demons and then attacked by extraterrestrial 

demons. This kind of formation is very restrained for the Jagged Brotherhood, because Lu Yang’s biggest 

killer is the Blood Spirit Guard. If they have no fighting power, the Jagged Brothers Half of the alliance’s 

combat power was lost. 

 

Lu Yang activated his perception ability, and he could clearly feel from below that millions of three-faced 

people were busy in the forest, some were cutting down trees, some were cooking fires, and they 

seemed to regard this area as their habitat. . 

 

“Om~!” 

 

A violent elemental energy rushes toward the face. This kind of storm mixed with the elements of the 

nine elements is the favorite of practitioners below the demigod level, which can help them improve 

their cultivation to the greatest extent. 

 

“It seems that the three-faced clan has begun to transform our world.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes, they should have opened an unstable void channel, which cannot transmit people, but can let the 

nine elements enter your world with the turbulent flow of the void.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 



When Lu Yang killed the dragon orcs, he also got such a magic device, but he had not had time to use it, 

and said with some emotion: “I can’t let these people live for too long, otherwise, I can’t beat it easily.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said, “If you want to break through this phantom magic formation, the best way 

is to kill Du Lei in the Tearless Camp and obtain his Nightmare Bloodline to protect your blood spirit 

guards.” 

 

“I think so too.” The purpose of Lu Yang’s visit this time was to determine the enemy’s position, and he 

had no intention of starting a war, so he was about to leave, but at this moment, a purple streamer in 

the forest flew towards Lu Yang. come over. 

 

The next second, the streamer stopped 10 meters in front of Lu Yang. This was a three-faced man with 

purple skin. Each face had a golden magic pattern. At this time, the three faces were facing Lu Yang at 

the same time. , the golden magic patterns are also connected together, forming a strange symbol. 

 

“Human, what do you want to do?” The three faces of the three-faced man opened their mouths and 

asked at the same time, with a strange magical sound in their voices. 

 

Lu Yang pretended to smile lightly, and said in Elvish language: “Human Lu Yang, I heard that the three-

faced tribe came to live in our human world, so I came here to visit.” 

 

“Visit?!” The three faces showed sneering expressions at the same time, and said: “Then there is no 

need, Fu Yun told you about our agreement, not to invade each other, we only live in our area, and have 

no idea of attacking you. , and I hope you don’t seek death to attack us.” 

 

It would be really stupid for Lu Yang to believe the words of the three-faced person. Even if the three-

faced person was telling the truth, there was a serious problem. What would happen if the population of 

the three-faced person doubled? to expand. 

 

Could it be that the three-faced people would choose to expand northward? There is an area with quasi-

gods and even lower-level gods. The best plan is to expand south and compete with humans for the 

survival area. 

 



At that time, there might not be many demigods and quasi-god-level powerhouses in the Three-faced 

Clan, and Lu Yang and the Jagged Brotherhood would really be unable to fight. 

 

“How can we humans dare to fight with your three-faced tribe with such strength? You are a race of 

gods. I just hope that we humans and the three-faced tribe will live in peace in the future. It is best to be 

able to trade with each other. In the future, you will fight against other races. When the time comes, 

just don’t affect us.” Lu Yang pretended to compliment. 

 

“You’re smart.” The three faces were very satisfied with Lu Yang’s performance, holding their hands 

arrogantly, and taking back two of the three faces, leaving only the most kind face, saying, “My name is 

Jin. Wen, if there is a need for trade, I will inform the elves, and we will do business in Baishan City.” 

 

“I heard that the ghost-faced people are also around here. Can you show me the way? I’ll visit them.” Lu 

Yang pretended to be leaving. He had already got the news he wanted. Obviously, the three-faced 

people had already Through soul search, I learned about the relationship between Baishan City and the 

human race from the spies sent by the elves, but these spies are the outermost, and for the core 

secrets, such as the Moon God in the body of Lan Yu. I don’t know. 

 

Jinwen was a little unhappy, and felt that this human being was too ink. However, the three-faced tribe 

was discovered by humans. Why can the ghost-faced tribe still hide? He pointed to a towering mountain 

in the distance and said. : “Behind that mountain, there is a big lake, and you will live there when you 

are looking for the ghost-faced tribe.” 

 

“You don’t have to look for us, I’m here.” A strange laugh suddenly came from the surrounding sky. 

 

Lu Yang let go of his perception and looked at the blank area on the northeast side of the sky together 

with Jinwen. Suddenly, a humanoid creature with a grimace and a black body appeared. 

 

“I have heard both of you chatting. Human Lu Yang, the ghost-faced clan is willing to become a brother 

race with you.” The ghost-faced man flew to Lu Yang instantly and said, “My name is Andore, the 

seventh elder of the ghost-faced clan.” 

 

“Hello.” Lu Yang quickly pretended to be lucky and said, “I will form a business group as soon as possible 

and visit the Ghost Face Clan in person.” 

 



“That’s not necessary, I just hope you can explain one thing to me.” Andorei’s smile was coercive and he 

asked, “What about the dragon beast clan? Why did I just go to the area where the dragon beast clan is 

located, and there was no See them?” 

 

Lu Yang blinked and said, “Aren’t the dragon beasts on the grassland? I haven’t visited there yet? Why, 

have they disappeared?” 

 

“That’s right, it’s as if they never came to your world. U disappeared out of thin air. I want to hear your 

explanation.” Andorei stared at Lu Yang and asked. 

 

How could Lu Yang reveal his flaws under this level of coercion, and said with a smile: “You don’t think 

that with the strength of our human beings, we can destroy the dragon beast clan, have we fought? 

Besides, Human beings are only a demigod. Didn’t the dragon beasts come to six or seven quasi-gods 

this time? How can we not suspect that we are on our heads?” 

 

Ando Lei was also puzzled by this. As the war commander of the ghost-faced clan, he first came to this 

world and explored the surrounding area. After confirming what Fu Yun said, there were indeed 

powerhouses above quasi-gods in the surrounding area. Only then did he stop exploring the north and 

east sides, and turned to the south to find the positions of the dragon beasts and the three-faced 

people. 

 

But the dragon beasts disappeared and did not appear on the grassland at all, which caused Andore’s 

unease. He thought it was the three-faced man, so he came to investigate, but found that the three-

faced man showed no signs of fighting at all. 

 

But it is obviously impossible to say that this matter was done by humans. Humans do not have that 

strength. The only explanation now is that the dragon beasts escaped. 

 

The entire race has fled to the unknown area, giving up the alliance with their two races! 

 

Chapter 2498: Dragon Orc Legion 

  



Jin Wen was going to visit the dragon orcs and the ghost-faced clan today. Hearing the news, he 

immediately understood Andorei’s purpose and said, “Let’s go to the grasslands to explore again. With 

my three-faced clan’s secret method, we may be able to Find some clues.” 

 

“Alright,” Andore said. 

 

Lu Yang clasped his fists and said, “How about I go with the two of you? I can’t confirm whether the 

disappearing dragon orcs are friendly to us humans.” 

 

Andorei glanced at Lu Yang and said with a sneer, “If the dragon beasts want to destroy you, you won’t 

be alive today, you don’t need to worry about it, go back to your clan and wait to trade with us. go.” 

 

Jin Wen also sneered and said, “A race that only has demigods is not qualified to walk with us.” 

 

If it was another race from another world, it would have been embarrassing long ago, but for Lu Yang, 

the dragon beasts were all killed by him, would he still care about the arrogance and rudeness of these 

two to him? 

 

“Then I’ll go back and look forward to the trade with the two higher races.” In order to pretend to be 

humble, Lu Yang deliberately bowed his body and flew backwards in the direction of Baishan City. 

 

Jin Wen and Andorei didn’t look at Lu Yang, and flew away on their own, which made the fiery demon 

**** in Lu Yang’s body very unhappy. 

 

“Damn bastard, dare to talk to me like this.” Blazing Demon God roared. 

 

“Don’t be angry, it won’t be long before these two races will be exterminated by us.” Lu Yang flew in the 

sky to himself and asked, “What is the secret technique of the three-faced clan, they won’t detect us? 

secret.” 

 

“The secret technique of the three-faced tribe is the perception technique of the soul. There is no aura 

from the dragon and beast tribe at all. Feel like a ghost.” The Blazing Demon God said indifferently. 

 



“That’s good, we can negotiate, how to cheat the lower **** of the Nightmare clan.” Lu Yang raised his 

eyebrows and said. 

 

“Humph~!” The Blazing Demon God couldn’t hold back his anger and said, “It’s a waste of me to take 

care of Du Lei so much and protect his Tearless Camp. I didn’t expect that when I was severely injured, 

he even wanted to take my soul. I will kill him.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, he could feel how angry the Blazing Demon God was, and said, “How about lure him into 

the Bandarsburg space and kill him with the pure world fire.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “So why bother, I can use spells to summon my old team, two high-level god-

level powerhouses, and kill a Du Lei, they are just casual things.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head speechlessly and said, “No need, these two should be used as killers. It is most 

beneficial to show up at the most critical time.” 

 

“But it’s a little difficult for you to deceive. I’m afraid Du Lei won’t be fooled.” Blazing Flame Demon God 

said a little irritably. 

 

“Don’t worry, his spiritual spells are ineffective against me, then I can deceive him, but this requires your 

cooperation.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“What do you want me to do?” Blazing Demon God asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and told the Blazing Demon God of his plan in its entirety, which made the Blazing 

Demon God’s eyes light up, and while scolding Lu Yang for being immoral, he studied it together with 

him. 

 

A few days later. 

 

Lu Yang was ready to be teleported to another world. Before leaving, he returned to the warehouse in 

the East China Sea. He called Zhuojiu and Baishi to his side. With a wave of his hand, countless red 

crystals appeared from Bandarsburg. It fell out of the space, and the number was in the millions. 



 

“These are the original soul crystals formed after the dragon beasts were refined. They were absorbed 

by the close-combat brothers. If they were strong enough, they could cultivate the blood of the dragon 

beasts, and then turn into the dragon beasts in battle.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Our melee brothers finally have the strongest bloodline.” The white lion clenched his fist excitedly. 

 

In the past, the melee corps of the Jagged Brotherhood relied on courage when fighting the enemy, and 

they used their lives to win the war. Now that they have the blood of the dragon orcs, this situation will 

be completely changed. 

 

Once you can transform into a dragon orc, you can have dragon scales with super high magic resistance 

and the same physique as a higher orc. It is possible to use the Blood Spirit Guard to raid from the flank 

during the stalemate of the war, and the two legions cooperate to win the war at the least cost. 

 

Lu Yang made a plan to kill Du Lei, but he didn’t go, just to use the red flame to refine all the dragon 

orcs, he said to Zhuojiu and others: “This matter must be carried out in secret, let the brothers who 

practiced return to the East China Sea, underground. practice.” 

 

If the three-faced clan and the ghost-faced clan were to detect that humans had warriors from the 

dragon beast clan, it would be difficult to explain this matter. I am afraid that the current balance would 

be broken. 

 

In fact, the current balance is already very delicate. The three-faced clan and the ghost-faced clan both 

know that Lu Yang has the Fiery Demon God in his body, and he also knows that Fu Yun of the Imperial 

Capital has the Void God King in his body. There is only one reason why they didn’t do it. , that is, they 

all want to take everything for themselves. 

 

To be on the safe side, the patriarchs of the two clans will use the materials in the clan desperately to 

make their patriarchs become the next **** first, and only then will they have an absolute advantage. 

 

The materials for the dragon beast elders to be promoted to the lower gods are all in Bandarsburg. Lu 

Yang can also use these materials to carry out, but he found a problem. Unless these materials are made 

into pure source souls with red flames, otherwise , there will be the spirits of the patriarchs of the 

dragon and beasts of all dynasties into his soul. 



 

This is embarrassing. If Byrne fuses the spirits of the patriarchs of the dragons and beasts of all 

dynasties, he will get countless training guidance and life experience, but if Lu Yang is integrated, the 

spirits of the patriarchs of the dragons and beasts of all dynasties must be in Lu Yang’s Desperately 

resisting in the soul. 

 

Even if Lu Yang’s divine soul does not collapse, it will be stained with endless resentment. If he 

encounters a powerhouse specializing in soul spells, this is his biggest flaw. 

 

It would be a pity if Lu Yang burned these souls with red flames, so Lu Yang is also worried now, so he 

can only put this matter aside for the time being. 

 

“I will go out in the near future, and I may not be able to come back for a few days or a few months. If 

something happens, call me with this thing.” Lu Yang took out a gem and injected some of the original 

energy into it. Once the gem was crushed , Lu Yang will feel it. 

 

“Boss, where are you going?” Kuaihan was a little worried. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile, “Let’s lie, I hope it will be successful.” 

 

Everyone laughed. So far, Lu Yang’s deception has not failed. Whether it is from the game era of that 

year or from the invasion of another world for so many years, in this regard, they have absolute 

confidence in Lu Yang. 

 

“Then we went to practiceZhuojiu said with a smile. 

 

“Go.” Lu Yang opened Bandarsburg, turned around and walked in. 

 

The light flickered. 

 

He appeared inside the castle, patted the wall, and said, “Durey shouldn’t be able to break the wall of 

the castle. Let’s ambush him here. You can perform it first, and I’ll see if it looks like it.” 



 

The Blazing Demon God flew out from Lu Yang’s body and transformed into a flame shape, but it was 

obvious that the flame was a little too red, and he cursed angrily: “I can’t change the method, the old 

man doesn’t know how old he is. I’m old enough to do this kind of thing.” 

 

Lu Yang giggled and said, “The ultimate move has to be used at a critical moment. Please show it. You 

have been watching TV series these past few days, so you can’t watch it for nothing.” 

 

“Mmm~~~~!” Blazing Demon God sat on the ground unhappy and said, “I’ll try it! You can’t fool you to 

die.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and sat beside him, ready to perform the Fiery Demon God! 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2499: Fraud Durley 

  

“Save…I…Save…I…” Blazing Demon God’s voice was extremely weak. 

 

Lu Yang curled his lips and said, “Emotions! Emotions! You have to have explosive emotions! Hesitation, 

helplessness, anticipation, pain, and anger must all be included. Let’s do it again.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God rolled his eyes and continued to repeat these two words while holding his 

throat. 

 

“Yes, Not Bad.” 

 

“Continue, it’s still painful.” 

 



“Add anger.” 

 

… 

 

This is Lu Yang’s plan. He is going to find Du Lei with a fragment of the Devil’s Heart. He lied that the 

original soul of the Blazing Devil God is hidden in this fragment. In fact, Lu Yang opened a Bandars on the 

fragment. In the castle space, as long as Du Lei is allowed in, he will burn him to death with the pure 

world fire. 

 

The Nightmare Clan is different from the Dragon Beast Clan. The Dragon Beast Clan is born with the 

attributes of the Dragon Clan, and the scales and skin have strong fire resistance, but the Nightmare 

Clan does not have such ability. 

 

To use an analogy, Bairn, the quasi-god elder of the dragon beast clan, is like wearing the most top-level 

defensive equipment in the game. It not only has high physical defense, but also has high magic 

resistance. 

 

Du Lei, the lower **** of the Nightmare family, is like a dark mage in the game. No matter how much he 

adds defensive equipment, he is born with a mage physique, and his talent is also an offensive spell 

talent. 

 

In the face of the attack of flames, although Du Lei is a demigod, he only has more vitality than Byrne, 

but in terms of defense against flames, he is far less powerful than Byrne. 

 

Du Lei’s biggest self-protection method is to use the armor of the lower **** level to resist, but Lu Yang 

has a pure world fire, and if his armor is broken, Du Lei will surely die. 

 

The only problem now is the performance of the Blazing Demon God. After another failure, Lu Yang 

encouraged: “Brother, we are both weak now, I am weak to the major lower gods and their races in 

different worlds, you Against the new gods and their superior gods, they are also weak, if you want to 

win the victory against them, you must use a strategy, otherwise, you will still fail again, do you want to 

experience that feeling again?” 

 

Blazing Demon God’s irritable mood gradually stabilized and said, “Give me one minute.” 



 

The light flickered, and the Blazing Demon God drilled back into Lu Yang’s body. It didn’t take a few 

seconds for a weak and painful voice to emanate from his Demon God’s heart. 

 

“help me……” 

 

“help me……” 

 

“help me……” 

 

Lu Yang could hear all the negative emotions such as anger, resentment, doubt, pain, hesitation and so 

on from the voice of the Blazing Demon God in an instant. He sighed with emotion, guessing that this 

was the true state of mind when the Blazing Demon God was defeated. Let’s take a picture, it’s just that 

the Blazing Demon God has always been reluctant to face these things. 

 

“Boy, I know what you think.” The Blazing Demon God turned into a fire and flew out of Lu Yang’s body, 

directly giving Lu Yang a head. 

 

“Uh.” Lu Yang showed an innocent face and said, “I’m not doing this for you, don’t you encounter 

demons again.” 

 

“That’s true.” The Blazing Demon God sighed dejectedly and said, “Since my realm has fallen, I not only 

have to guard against the pursuit of new gods, but also always be on guard against the sneak attacks of 

extraterritorial demons, but I don’t want to admit defeat. As a result, when I faced the temptation of the 

extraterrestrial demons, I could only forcefully suppress it, which was very painful, but this time, I can let 

go of this matter, and I don’t have to worry about going crazy in the future.” 

 

These are the words from the heart of the Blazing Devil God. He had never talked to Lu Yang before, but 

when Lu Yang found out his problem, the Blazing Devil God was still very relieved and said, “Let’s go, 

let’s clean up Du Lei. go.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, returned to Bandarsburg space, and teleported to the area near the underground cave 

through the space-time node. 



 

This is a fixed teleportation point. The last time Lu Yang teleported over, it was at this place. He looked 

left and right, sensed the surrounding area, and found that a large number of blade demons were 

lingering at the entrance of the underground cave in the distance, which made him A smile appeared on 

the corner of his mouth. 

 

The Dark Demon was slaughtered by the Jagged Brotherhood, and the Dark Demon was under the 

jurisdiction of the Blade Demon. It is not surprising that the Blade Demon is now looking for the reason. 

 

He didn’t provoke the group of blade demons, but turned his wings into the sky behind him, and flew 

towards the tearless camp area. 

 

After two hours. 

 

Lu Yang flew to the vicinity of the crater again, he landed in advance, and walked towards the top of the 

mountain step by step. 

 

“boom” 

 

The rocks on both sides of the mountain road suddenly swayed, and the two huge rocks were suddenly 

lifted upwards, revealing a pair of huge eyes. While staring at Lu Yang, the two huge rock arms had 

already gathered, but when the rock man saw When it was Lu Yang, he stopped. 

 

“Oh? It’s you, little guy, why are you back?” The rock man said with a smile. Before, Lu Yang lured the 

giant dragon to come over and was killed by a few of them. Now these rock men still have a good 

impression of Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang pretended to be anxious and said, “The task that Du Lei gave me has been completed. I have to 

see him immediately, otherwise there will be an accident.” 

 

“Come in, the others will give me a notice,” said the rock man. 

 



Lu Yang nodded and ran towards the top of the mountain at a brisk pace. On the way, no rock man came 

out to block the way. When he reached the top of the mountain, he jumped down. 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang passed through the barrier and appeared at the entrance of the No Tears Camp. The next 

second, Du Lei, who was meditating in the distance, suddenly widened his eyes, stared at Lu Yang and 

said, “You’re back? How dare you? return?” 

 

“Save the Fiery Demon God, he’s going to die.” Lu Yang rushed to Du Lei in a panic, and quickly put the 

fragment of the Demon God’s Heart in front of Du Lei. 

 

Du Lei was stunned. Before, he sent three quasi-gods, Ain, Grid, and Jinge to accompany Lu Yang back to 

Earth. According to the plan, they should have brought the soul of the Blazing Demon God with them as 

early as a month ago. The debris flew back. 

 

During this month, Du Lei was in a panic. He thought about the three of them being mutiny, being killed, 

and being trapped, but no matter what kind of result, it didn’t include Lu Yang coming back with the 

Devil’s Heart Fragment, which made him Excited whole brain shut down. 

 

“What, what’s going on here? What happened to His Royal Highness the God King?” Du Lei took the 

Demon God’s Heart Fragment in both hands and said in confusion. 

 

“Save…I…Save…I…Save…I…” 

 

Pain, regret, anger and other negative emotions are vividly reflected in this voice, and the voice is 

extremely weak, as if it will die in the next second. 

 

“Tell me, what the **** is going on here, how did the King of God become like this?” Du Lei roared at Lu 

Yang excitedly, his face contorted. 

 

“Void Zerg, humans were attacked by the Void Zerg.” Lu Yang’s face showed an expression of 

incomparable remorse, he punched the stone beside Du Lei, and said with tears: “My people are killed 



and injured ten million, if not With the help of the three quasi-gods of Ain, Ginger and Greed, not only 

our clan will die, but it is difficult to preserve the last fragment of His Royal Highness the King of God.” 

 

“Where are the three of them?” Du Lei understood, no wonder they hadn’t heard from them for a 

month. 

 

Lu Yang continued to cry and said, “The three quasi-god highnesses who were protecting me and the 

god-king’s highness were dead, and the god-king’s highness was attacked by six quasi-god-level Void 

Insect Kings, and now they can only be in my body. Nourish, but the energy in my body is far from 

enough to save his life, it’s all up to you.” 

 

Du Lei stared at the Demon God’s Heart Fragment in his hand, feeling the weak energy in it, and a surge 

of excitement emerged. He could not wait to eat the Blazing Demon God now. All he needed was the 

original soul of the Blazing Demon God. With this, he will be able to gain the cultivation insights of the 

Blazing Demon God all his life, and it will be very simple to set foot on the path of the upper gods and 

the main gods in the future. 

 

“Tell me, how can I meet His Royal Highness the King of God.” Du Lei asked Lu Yang with a smile. 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “Hurry up and nourish the fragments of the devil’s heart with your blood. His 

Royal Highness is in his devil’s space.” 

 

“There is no problem with nourishment, but I have to see the God King first. You can’t say that he is 

inside, but he is really inside.” Du Lei looked like I was reasonable, and at the same time, his star 

formation began to correct. Lu Yang played a role. 

 

Lu Yang evaded and told the truth lightlysaid: “His Royal Highness the great God King is really inside, I’m 

not lying.” 

 

“I didn’t say you lied.” Du Lei clearly felt that Lu Yang was telling the truth, and said happily: “Let me go 

in and see, I haven’t seen His Royal Highness for a long time, I hope to hear his teachings .” 

 

“This…” Lu Yang hesitated. 

 



Du Lei is even more anxious. This is the state of desire to reach the extreme. Even Du Lei, who 

specializes in spirituality, cannot resist in any way when facing this kind of temptation. Soul, in the state 

of being within reach, he has been unable to hide his ambitions. 

 

“Open it, God King is not only your belief, but also the belief of all of us.” Du Lei roared loudly at Lu Yang, 

and there was a spiritual attack in his voice. 

 

In an instant, the entire starry sky circle was running at high speed, and Lu Yang felt that something was 

wrong. He quickly pretended to be under control, opened the space in Bandarsburg, and said, “His Royal 

Highness is inside.” 

 

“Come in with me.” Du Lei still had the last bit of vigilance, grabbed Lu Yang’s body with one hand, and 

jumped into the space of Bandarsburg together. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2500: Dragon Head Scepter 

  

Lu Yang was stunned. He didn’t expect Du Lei to believe in the star formation and his own spells when 

faced with such a powerful temptation. He had no doubts about him. , Then why is Lu Yang hesitating? 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Durella Lu Yang landed on the desert outside Bandarsburg, looking around with frantic eyes, but could 

not find the soul of the Blazing Demon God, and immediately looked at Lu Yang anxiously and asked, 

“What about His Royal Highness? ” 

 

Lu Yang’s right hand was being held by Du Lei. If he didn’t know how to take advantage of such a close 

distance, he would be really stupid. Immediately, his right hand activated the Heavenly Pure Fire, and a 

pure white flame swept over Du Lei. burning on his armor. 

 



Du Lei reacted in an instant, and jumped 30 meters away in an instant, covering his body with a layer of 

crimson armor. At the same time, a terrifying black light formed a magic eye and penetrated into Lu 

Yang’s body. in vivo. 

 

“Why aren’t you being controlled by my spell, tell me, what kind of flame is this?” Du Lei roared to Lu 

Yang. He found that although the flame was small, it burned on his scarlet armor and did not go out. 

signs. 

 

This is the dragon crystal battle armor. Among the armors of the lower **** level, the fire defense is the 

strongest. Du Lei has just exchanged it from the dragon clan recently. Since the three men he sent out 

have not returned, Du Lei feels When he was about to be targeted by the Blazing Demon God, he 

deliberately spent twice the price to buy such a set of armor. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang had fallen into Du Lei’s illusion. This is the natal spell of the Nightmare family. It can 

easily pull the target into a perfect illusion world, and it will also make people fall into the deepest sleep. 

 

Originally, Du Lei wanted to use this spell, but he believed too much in his own strength before. The star 

array has always detected that Lu Yang was telling the truth, so he thought that he would just let Lu 

Yang lead the way, and he didn’t need to use this spell. Plant a spell at the pinnacle level of the goddess. 

 

For Du Lei’s roar, what Lu Yang saw at this moment was Lan Yu and his parents who were caught in the 

fire, crying at him, asking what was going on in this world. 

 

With Lu Yang’s current ability to resist spiritual magic, this illusory scene cannot be difficult for him. Lu 

Yang sat cross-legged on the ground with a smile, activated the great Nirvana technique, and said to 

himself: “Du Lei, stop struggling. , this is my life space, the Blazing Demon God is not here at all, you 

should die.” 

 

“Just because you want to kill me?” Du Lei’s voice came from all directions in the illusion, and at the 

same time, a circular flying knife pierced into Lu Yang’s body instantly. 

 

“Om~!” 

 



Lu Yang’s body exploded, but in the next second, Lu Yang’s Great Nirvana Technique took effect, his 

body reorganized, he continued to sit cross-legged on the spot, and said, “Just kill me and see if you die 

first or I die first, Fire, start~!” 

 

The white sun in the sky quickly began to approach the ground, and the surrounding temperature 

suddenly increased from more than 3,000 degrees to more than 10,000 degrees. 

 

Du Lei hurriedly activated the dragon crystal armor, propped up a red light shield, and blocked all the 

high temperature from the light shield, but at this moment, the white sun shot a huge white fireball, 

which hit Du Lei’s Light shield. 

 

This is Lu Yang manipulating the spell. Although he is in the illusion and can’t see Du Lei’s position, he 

can perceive the position of the pure world fire that he released. 

 

No matter how brilliant Du Lei’s illusions were, blocking Lu Yang’s sense of hearing, taste and smell, the 

Jingshi Tianhuo was already his natural flame. In his own life space, it was very easy to perceive the 

position of the natural flame. 

 

“You want to kill me with this kind of flame? Just fall into a permanent sleep in my fantasy. I see how 

long your clan can last without you.” Du Lei grinned and looked confidently at the white flame Hit the 

light shield. 

 

The expected explosion didn’t appear. Instead, the white flame passed through a small hole in the light 

shield like flowing water. . 

 

It looked inconspicuous and could not even be seen by the naked eye, but it allowed countless pure 

world fires to penetrate through this hole and cover the dragon crystal armor. 

 

“Ding~!” 

 

The cracking sound on the surface of the armor sounded, and in an instant, the dragon crystal armor 

that was radiating red light was restored to raw materials such as dragon crystal and dark stone, and the 

magic pattern on the armor disappeared without a trace. Yes, the external red mask has disappeared. 

 



The terrifying high temperature of more than 10,000 degrees shrouded Du Lei’s body again. Even 

though Du Lei is a low-level god, he is not a fire element. Facing this kind of flame, he was still hurt. At 

this time, he could only use all his strength. Divine power protects the body surface to resist the burning 

of this flame. 

 

One minute 

 

two minutes 

 

three minutes 

 

… 

 

Every moment, Du Lei’s body became weak, which made him fall into extreme anxiety. Under the rage, 

he didn’t care about other things, and once again released the spell, shattering Lu Yang’s body, and 

roared: “Damn, let me out, or I’ll kill you.” 

 

Lu Yang formed his body again. He was afraid that Du Lei would dig three feet into the ground to find his 

way out at a critical moment. 

 

“You can’t kill me. My technique is called the Great Nirvana Technique. This is a technique only used by 

the ancient gods. When I went out to practice with the Blazing Demon God, I discovered it in the 

underground where the Dark Demon was mining.” Lu Yang As if he was talking to himself, his relaxed 

tone did not take Du Lei seriously. 

 

Du Lei was stunned and said, “The underground world where the Dark Demons mine? Is it you who 

slaughtered the entire Dark Demon clan?” 

 

This incident caused a sensation in the entire surrounding area. The Blade Demon Clan sent a large 

number of experts to investigate the murderers. Even their Tearless Camp was inquired by the envoy 

sent by the Blade Demon Clan, so , he is clear about this. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and then said: “Not only the dark demons, I also slaughtered the troll clan, the dark orc 

clan, and a jackal-headed orc clan with a lower god, millions of people were killed by me and my 

clansmen. Killed, oh yes, and the dragon orc family, they were all killed by me, in this space.” 

 

Du Lei’s brain seemed to be struck by lightning, and he was stunned. He stared at Lu Yang who was 

sitting on the ground in the distance and said angrily, “Impossible, how could you have such a powerful 

strength.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and took out a dragon head scepter from his arms, with eight dragon heads on it, 

corresponding to eight directions, and said with a smile: “This thing is familiar, the heritage treasure of 

the dragon orc family seems to be the same. A low-level god-level artifact can also target your spells to a 

certain extent.” 

 

He swung hard and threw the dragon head scepter into the air. In an instant, the eight mini dragon 

heads at the top of the scepter opened their dragon mouths at the same time. into it. 

 

 


